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TVA officials
pledge
readiness
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Tennessee Valley Authority
directors said Wednesday they
don't know when utility deregulation is coming, but they are
ready.
'There is strong support for
the work that has gone on (at
TVA) for 67 years in Congress,
both in the House and Senate," said Director Glenn McCullough, who has just returned
from meeting with congressmen in Washington.
McCullough said a restructuring agreement last month
between NA, its 159 distributors and 62 large direct-service customers strengthens the
federal utility's position on Capitol Hill.
it is historic," McCullough
said of the measure, which
Sens. Fred Thompson and Bill
Frist, R-Tenn., and Thad
Cochran, R-Miss., are supporting in the Senate and Rep.
Ed. Bryant, R-Tenn., is championing in the House.
it is not a perfect document. TVA compromises on
some issues and so do distributors.
But it is a document that
works not only for the ratepayers of the valley, it works for
the country."
Under the pact, TVA could
sell some wholesale electricity
outside the region, while distributors could buy a portion
of their power from other suppliers.
Distributors could end their
TVA contracts on three years'
notice, rather the current 10
years.
Other provisions would
ensure that NA could add generating plants and continue to
manage the Tennessee River
as a recreation, flood control
and power production source.

Missing kids
pictured on
mailings
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A Kentucky congressman's new
envelopes bear photos and
information about missing Kentucky children.
Erica Lee Fraysure and Kristen Dyas, both 17 when they
disappeared, are the first to
be featured on mailings of 4th
District U.S. Rep. Ken Lucas.
Fraysure, of Brooksville, was
last seen Oct. 22, 1997.
Dyas, of Park Hills in Kenton County, disappeared six
months ago.
Her 18th birthday was on
Friday.
A spokesman said Lucas
plans to feature two others —
Amber Lynn Ruminer, also of
Park Hills, and Lydia Perkins
of Lexington.
Ruminer, 15, has been missing since March 26, said the
spokesman, John Lapp.
Perkins was not quite 15
when she disappeared Oct. 26,
1997, four days after Fraysure.
The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children provided the pictures and information, which are printed on
the front and top of Lucas'
envelopes.

Tonight...Mostly clear. Low
in the mid 60s. South wind 5
mph.
Friday...Partly cloudy. High
around 90
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BZA pokes hole
in plan for
swimming pool
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Setting a precedent may to be a common theme with the Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments.
The BZA attempted Wednesday night to
send yet another message to residents about
making sure to check city ordinances before
beginning construction by ruling that an
above-ground swimming pool in Gatesborough Circle will have to be removed from
the side-yard where it currently sits.
Lisa Darnell, 2021 Gatesborough Circle.
originally came to the board requesting a
three-foot height variance for a fence that
would be constructed around the pool.
That request, however, led to an inter-

pretation by the 11,1A that the pool could
be considered an accessory structure.
Under city ordinances, an accessory structure, which is defined as a permanent. standing structure, cannot be located in a side
or front yard.
According to Darnell, the pool was set
up just prio'r to Memorial Day. When construction of the fence around the pool began.
neighbors questioned its height, which led
to Darnell filing the dimensional variance
application with the city.
"I had no idea that I couldn't put an
above-ground pool in my side yard." Darnell said after the meeting. "There is real-

II See Page 2

Police investigate thefts
Murray's gas prices of newspaper racks
BERNARD KANE Ledger & Times photo
Gas prices vary at stations across town, with the average ringing up
at $1.51.

better than nation
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
According to the American Automobile Association, the average price of
gasoline for the United
States Wednesday was
$1.64 a gallon, a figure
that is sure to make somi
Murrayans glad when they
have to stop and fill 'er
up.
Gas prices averaged
under $1.52 per gallon in
Murray Wednesday afternoon, ranging from $1.49
— at the Marathon Minit
Mart on U.S. 641 North,
Murphy's in front of Wal-

Mart,Say-A-Ton at the cor- some of the higher gas
ner of 16th Street and Ky. prices in western Kentucky.
Hwy. 121 and Super- However, that has changed
America at Five Points — because of an influx of
to $1.57 at the Chevron local competition in recent
on U.S. 641 North.
years.
"If you don't keep your
Those totals pale in
comparison to major mid- prices among the lowest,
western cities like Chica- you won't sell the most
go, Milwaukee and St. gas," said_Rule. whose staLouis; retail prices grew tion was selling regular
to $2.13 Tuesday in Chica- unleaded at $1.51 a galgo and $2.02 Wednesday lon Wednesday.
"This area is probably
in Milwaukee.
best in terms of low
the
Rule,
Gerald
the manager of Pocket's Shell at gas prices, but even though
the intersection of 12th you're not making a lot
and Chestnut, recalled
when Murray used to have • See Page 2

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
The search for the "Paper Rack Bandit"
is on.
Over the course of the last kw weeks,
five Murray Ledger & Times, at least one
Paducah Sun and three Louisville Courier
Journal newspaper racks have been stolen
from various locations around Calloway
County.
So far, Ledger & Times racks have been
stolen from Pocket's on North Fourth Street;
D&T Market on North Fourth Street; Owens
Food Market on West Main Street; West
Main Cago on West Main Street: and Lakeway Convenience Store on Highway 94
East.
One Courier Journal rack was stolen also
stolen- from Lakaw ay, and the other two
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
were taken from McDonald's and from a
This Ledger & Times newspaper rack
location in Coldwater.
"We've had paper machines taken before," was recovered, but is so damaged
that it can no longer be used. The
other racks have not yet been found.
II See Page 2

State board
questions
farm rules
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Environmental Quality Commission members on Wednesday voiced some concerns
about the state's proposed regulations on huge animal
feeding operations.
Board member Gary Revlett of Shelbyville said he was
especially concerned about the proposals to require that
feed lots and waste storage areas be set back certain distances from public property boundaries and thoroughfares.
"It seems to indicate that if you have a distance of
490 feet or 499 feet you have a problem and it you have
distance of 501 feet, you don't have a problem," Revlett
said. "I don't know of any rats that carry a tape measure."
The EQC, a citizens panel created to act as a forum
for public discussion of environmental issues, is not the
only group concerned about the rules on regulating what
are also called factory farms.
The Farm Bureau and several livestock associations
have sued to prevent the Natural Resources Cabinet from
enforcing its rules. The case is pending in Franklin Circuit Court.
The EQC members voted to endorse state regulation
of huge feeding operations but also objected to certain
portions of the proposed rules.
The rules generally are designed to apply to farms that
produce certain amounts of waste — the equivalent of
about 1,000 beef cattle, 2,500 feeder pigs or 100,000
broiler chickens.
The guidelines cover waste disposal and other topics
but also have a particularly controversial provision that
makes farmers and companies that contract with them to
grow the livestock both liable for waste spills that foul
streams.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Timrs ph;)'(
I SAID MOO!...Members of the Calloway County 4-H Dairy Judging Team get a good look at this
dairy cow during practice judging Wednesday. The team is going to Lexington this weekend for
a competition. See Page 6 for information about National Dairy Month.

Paducah plant spared from closure
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Gray.
gloomy skies hovered over the
Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant
on Wednesday as workers awaited word on whether the facility
was going to be shut down.
Officials with U.S. Enrichment
Corp., the operators of the Padu-

cah plant and its sister Portsmouth
Gaseous Diffusion Plant in Piketon, Ohio, announced Wednesday
they plan to shut down the Ohio
plant.
Dave Fuller. a spokesman for
the Paper, Allied-Industrial. Chemical and Energy Workers (mem&

tional Union (PACE), which represents about 800 workers at Paducah, said the decision may only
buy time for the Kentucky facility and its approximately 1,700
workers.
USEC is a former government
enterpnse that was spun off in a

S1.9 billion stock deal in 1998.
Fuller said USEC's decision to
privatize may have doomed the
plant regardless of Wednesday's
decision.
"The outlook for the plant is
not really good." Fuller said
Wednesday, before the announce-

ment. "The plant that"s running at
the end of the day is certainl .
better off but it is still overshadowed by problems.
"The fiddler may just hase to
be paid later."

• See Page 2
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State police to auction • Gas ...
confiscated guns
From Page 1

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Upward of 200 confiscated weapons
being held by Kentucky State Police will be. auctioned to dealers on
June 29, state officials said
Wednesday.
Bidders must have a federal firearms dealer's license, and some
guns may be bundled for sale, a Finance Cabinet statement said.
The General Assembly enacted
a law in 1998 to require police to
auction guns used in crimes. The
law contained no deadline, and
many departments were still holding guns when the legislature this
year amended the law to impose a

of money, you still need to sell
gas. People aren't slowing down,"
he said.
Consumers may believe that the
price increases aren't slowing down,
either, but Rule and his counterparts say they are not to blame
for the rising costs or fluctuating
prices.

45-day deadline.
The law does not take effect until July 15. State police asked for an
auction to free up storage space, the
Finance statement said.
The auction is to begin at 9 a.m.
EDT at the state police supply post
in west Frankfort. Weapons will be
sold "as is" and by lot number,
"We survey the other gas stawhich may include more than one.
Full payment must be made within,, tions in town and e-mail our report
one hour of the sale of the last lot, to the parent company every morning, and they tell us what price
the statement said.
An auction of 214 weapons last to post; we have nothing to do
year brought nearly $34,000, part with it," said an employee at the
of which was used to buy protec- Coastal Station at 12th and Glentive vests for local police depart- dale, which was selling gas at
$1.54 per gallon Wednesday.
ments.
"This station used to be the
cheapest in town, but now we
have to make a little money on
gas because we only have so much
room to offer things inside," said
the Coastal employee, who said
that the parent company would
have to call individual stations
She said she's had three tunuirs,
back to change the prices again
a hysterectomy and thyroid probthat day.
lems, in addition to memory probThe prices at major brands like
lems and fatigue.
or BP will usually be two
Shell
Colley believes the government
per gallon than prices
higher
cents
owes the community for what it did
stations because the
independent
at
in the Cold War era. The Piketon
companies use different addimajor
plant was one of the three big, setives in their gasoline to help make
cretive factory complexes that
run better.
cars
made nuclear warfare possible, getlot of people are loyal to
"A
ting uranium ready for bombs that
Shell or other brands of gas because
never had to be used.
they think they get more mileage
"Who is going to hire these
workers„..?" Colley asked. "I can't
get a job because I can't pass a
physical."

Plant closing hard
knock for workers
PIKETON. Ohio (AP) — The
announcement Wednesday that
U.S. Enrichment Corp. will shut
down its plant in Piketon had workers and residents wondering how
this Appalachian community will
cope.
The decision by the company's
board of directors will put at least
1,400 people out of work in a section of Ohio with few well-paying
industrial jobs.
"We met every obligation that
the company asked us," said Dan
Minter, local union president at the
Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion
Plant. "Our productivity is at the
highest it has ever been. There is no
excuse."
"This is devastating for Piketon.
We are the only major employer in
the area, and most families here
have just one bread winner."
Marty Ross of Minford has
worked at the plant for 24 years. He
wonders what the ripple effect of
the loss of his $35.000-a-year job
and others like his will be on southern Ohio businesses.
"The people around here don't
realize what the Piketon workers'
payroll does for the surrounding
area," Ross said. "Without that
money, this town will dry up."
"There will be a fairly big exodus in this area."
Vina Colley is a disabled former
Piketon worker who believes her
numerous health problems stem
from exposure to dangerous materials at the plant.

on our gas, but if the difference
is more than two cents, most people will bum someone else's gas,"
Rule explained.
"Every manager goes around
every morning checking the prices
on their competition — you have
to keep up because if someone
goes down a nickel and you don't,
you'll notice a difference in a
hurry."
Rule credits stations that are
new to Murray, such as Murphy's,
for keeping prices down by waiting longer than other stations to
raise prices when market costs
increase.
Charles Ganus, Murphy's senior vice president of marketing,
said his company's intent is to
attract customers by keeping costs
down.
"We ny to run a lean operation and provide a high-quality
gasoline at the best prices ardind,"
Ganus said.
Ganus, who noted that Murphy's gasoline has the same additives as those of major brands,
also provided insight into the dramatic fluctuations in gas prices.
"A bunch of what you pay for
are taxes to the federal and state
governments, but the prices are
still based on the value of crude
oil," he said. "Crude had dropped
from the mid-20s to $11 a barrel
a few years ago and prices at the
pump really dropped, but now
crude oil is at $32 a barrel."

USEC will keep a small part of
the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion
Plant in southern Ohio open with a
few hundred workers for four to
five years. until its other plant in
Paducah, Ks.. is upgraded.
USEC said it can't charge civilian nuclear plants enough to cover
the cost of two plants because the
worldwide price of uranium has
fallen.
After Wednesday's announcement, covering costs got more urgent for people in Pike County,
where May's unemployment rate
was 6.8, compared to a statewide
rate of 4.0 percent.
"I am worried some of those
workers may lose their homes,"
said Karl Irvine, mayor of this village of 1.500 people. "Where are
they (going to) find jobs? We can't
employ all of them in Piketon."

From Page 1

replacing these machines could
eventually be passed on to the
customer on down the line."
Steve Durbin, local contractor
for the Courier Journal, said the
last time the Courier Journal had
a rack stolen was nearly three
years ago.
"It's very unusual for this to
happen," Durbin said. "If I can
get replacements, I put them out."
According to Ledger & Times
Walker said the newspaper racks
Circulation Manager Janet Walk- themselves weigh only 10 to 15
er, newspaper racks are valued at pounds. A concrete cinderblock is
approximately $350. Rollins said placed in the bottom of the racks,
that any theft of property valued however, making them harder to
at over $300, whether that prop- move.
erty is recovered or not, is a
One Ledger & Times rack has
felony.
been recovered, although it was
"We're a small newspaper, and so damaged that it can no longer
when something like this happens, be used, according to Walker.
it really hurts us," Walker said."The
"Of course, the change is not
bad thing is that the costs of
in there when they're recovered."
Rollins said. "I don't know of but
two that have been found, but I'm
certain the others are laying in a
ditch out there somewhere."
Rollins said the police department has obtained a list of where
the Ledger & Times racks are
located and officers will be keeping a close eye out to catch the
culprit.
To report information to the
Ledger & Times, call 753-1916
between the hours of 7:30 a.m.
and 5:30 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
Murray Police Department Sergeant
Eddie Rollins said. "It's a place
where people know there's a lot
of quarters, and maybe they just
want to get some money."
The Ledger & Times is currently offering a $150 reward to
anyone who can provide information on the thefts.
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HISTORIC NOTES...Wynne Dawson jots down some ideas
for a story based on a World War II nurse as she toured
Wrather West Kentucky Museum Wednesday as part of the
Young Authors' Camp.
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From Page 1
ly not enough room/in the backyard for it. We don't know what
we're going to do with it now."
To fashion a foundation for the
pool, Damell said a concrete ring
had been poured for it to sit on.
She said the pool could still be
taken down and moved, though.
"I would have to hire someone, just like I hired someone to
put it in, but I could move it,"
Darnell said.
According to Planning Supervisor Linda Macha, had the pool
not been ruled an accessory structure, it would have been up to
the subdivision owner as to whether
or not it could stay in the side
yard. As an accessory structure,
though, it fell under the city's
jurisckiction.
The vote to not allow the pool
to stay passed by only a 3-2 margin, with BZA members Scott
Seiber and Tommy Marshall voting in favor of leaving the pool
where it is and members Gillis
Bridges, Helen Spann and Red
Howe voting to remove it.
"I would like to have an airplane in my backyard, but it's not
big enough for an airstrip," Bridges
said. "Just because there's not
enough room in the backyard
wouldn't justify me putting one
in the front yard."
"The main reason I voted against
it was because of the precedent it
would set," Spann said. "It would
send the message that once you
start something, it's OK just to
go ahead and finish it."
Meanwhile, one local business
will have to wait for an inspection by the Murray Fire Department before it can proceed with
putting merchandise outside.
The BZA granted Lowe's Home
Improvement Warehouse a conditional use permit to use 110 parking spaces, not including 30 temporary spaces, to store merchandise outside.
The approval, however, remains

•Paducah
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contingent on a MFD inspection
regarding Lowe's current placement of outside merchandise in
its loading zone/fire lane.
"You can't put a stripe on the
ground and call it a fire lane and
then put stuff in it," said BZA
chair Bill Whitaker. "We'd be in
court in a heartbeat if we approved
putting stuff in a fire lane."
Kevin Austin, Lowe's store manager, said the store would be happy
to comply with whatever the city
wants. He emphasized that because
of the nature of the business, outside storage space is a crucial element.
"I think it's a problem that can
be solved," he said. "We just need
to get (MFD Chief) Pat Scott or
somebody out there and say, 'This
is where you're doing.—
City Planner Mark Sallin said
that outside storage has been something of a prickly issue for the
BZA. Wal-Mart, which was granted permission to use 100 parking
spaces for outside storage, is currently using eight spaces more
than its limit, he said.
"It looks so unsightly out there
that I regret ever granting them a
single parking space," Howe said
of the Wal-Mart parking lot. "It
looks like a flea market."
In other business, the BZA:
• Granted approval to Radio Shack
to place wall signs on the north and
south ends of its soon-to-be new location in the old Donut Palace building, provided it and Taco John's and
China Buffet do not erect another free
standing sign in the parking lot.
• Granted permission to Kenlake
Foods to construct a new wastewater
treatment center in front of its building.
• Reviewed a proposal to change
parking regulations for retail sales and
consumer service businesses. No action
was taken.

Shell

•

From Page 1
Fuller said morale at the plant
has been affected by the pending
decision.
Several workers refused comment as they left the plant late
Wednesday afternoon before any
announcement was made.
"There will be absolute relief
when the decision finally comes,
good or bad," Fuller said.
McCracken County has about
65,000 residents and the plant is
its largest single employer, said
Elaine Spalding, a spokeswoman
for the Paducah Chamber of Commerce.
"The job climate is pretty good
around here, so I would think if
those folks lost their jobs, they'd
be able to find new ones," said
Lonny Carey, 67, of Gilbertsville,
who works at a Wal-Mart near
the plant.

Don't Neglect Your Tires
This Summer - Arrive Safely!
•New and Used Quality Tires at
Affordable Prices
•Excellent Warranties
•Free Balancing With Tire Purchase
xAg.
Accepted

Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111
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Bull Blowout set June 29

DA TI—IS
Matthew Clayton Ray
Matthew Clayton Ray, 26, Stadium View Drive, fvfurray, died today,
Thursday, June 22, 2000, at 4:55 a.m. in the emergency room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The body has been sent to Madisonville for an autopsy, according
to Dwane Jones, coroner.
Funeral and burial arrangements are incomplete.

Owen J. Grinstead
Owen J. Grinstead, 73, Kirks Trading Post, Buchanan, Tenn., died
Wednesday, June 21, 2000, at 8:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Celia Grinstead; one son, Gary
Grinstead, Lester, N.C.; one sister, Mrs. Connie Galloway, Rolling
Prairie, Ind.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of/arrangements.

Moms Parker

Parsons and Warn Rough Stock
Contractors and Promoters are sponsoring the third annual Bull
Blowout.
This Freedom Fest Event ssill
be held June 29 at the Murray
Calloway County Fairgrounds. The
blowout will begin at 8 p.m. and
will consist of bull riding, barrel
racing, cowboy pinball, calf scram- will last throughout the day from
10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
ble and mutton busting. There will be prize money paid
Penny Parsons,coordinator, said,
"This is a great family event, with to four holes in bull riding and
Pee Wee Hopkins, the profession- to three holes in barrels.
Admission for the Bull Blowout
al Barrel Clown, offering great
entertainment for the kids. This is will be $8 for adults and $3 for
an outstanding show!"
children 12 and under. For more
There will be a $55 fee for information -on the third annual
those riding bulls and a $25 for Freedom Fest Bull Blowout. conthose who will be barrel racing. tact Parsons at (901) 642-N346.
All other events will have variFor information on other Freeous smaller fees. There will be dom Fest events and about an
phone-in registration June 26 for opportunity to win a free trip to
Cancun, courtesy of Far Land.s
those participating.
Pictured are Coordinator Lisa Hill and students, Trey Cossey,
The applications will be taken Travel, contact the Freedom Fest
Megan Cossey, Morgan Williams, and Madison Cossey, pre- by Parsons at (901) 642-8346 and Headquarters at (270) 759-2199.
senting a S488.90 check to PTA President Viola Woods.
.:•':_se-••• •
-

Morris Parker, 54, Bazzell Cemetery Road, Murray, died Wednesday. June 21, 2000, at 8:58 a.m. at Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
An Army veteran of the Vietnam War, he was retired from General Tire, Mayfield, and a member of Pleasant Valley Church of Christ.
One daughter, Patsy Leigh Parker, died in 1973. Born Jan. 29,
1946, in Calloway County, he was the son of Delia Bell Parker and
the late Tilman Jack Parker.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Diana Johnson Parker; one daughter, Ms. Christina Parker, one son, lackey Parker, and his mother,
Mrs. Delia Bell Parker, all of Murray; one sister, Mrs. Lovelle Willis
and husband, Bill, Phoenix, Ariz.; one brother, Irving Parker and wife,
Sue, Benton.
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. John Dale will officiate. Burial will follow
in Wofford Cemetery in Stewart County, Tenn.
Throughout the year, stUdents eral Mill, cereals, snacks, Betty
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8 p.m. today at East Calloway County Elemen- Crocker fruit snacks and
Yoplait
(Thursday).
tary, their parents and friends of yogurt and then turning them into
the school have been working on cash for their school.
For every Box Top. General
a fund-raiser that has earned them
Mills has donated 10 cents to the
Mrs. Ruth Elaine Robinson, 84, Puryear, Tenn.. died Wednesday, $488.90 in cash.
June 21, 2000, at her home.
This money was donated to the school.
A homemaker, she was a member of Conyersville United Methodist PTA to assist in purchasing a new
However, the program doesn't
end when the final school bell
Church.
sound system for the school.
Born July 5, 1915, at Buchanan, Tenn., she was the daughter of
The fund-raiser. which has rings. Box Tops can be collected
the late Andrew Osbron and Ruth Morris Osbron. Also preceding her involved very little 'work, dealt all summer and brought in the
in death were one son, James Andrew Robinson, one grandchild, Ter- with saving Box Tops from Gen- Fall.
nia Dee Robinson, one sister, Lera Nell Osbron, and one brother.
Elmus Andrew Osbron.
SALE•SALE•SALE•SALE•SALE • SALE • SALE
Survivors include her husband, James Clifton Robinson, to whom
she was married Feb. 22, 1936; one daughter, Mrs. Jane Curd and
husband, Russell, Puryear, Tenn.; three sons, Bill Robinson and wife,
Freida, Puryear, Ronnie Robinson and wife, Verla, Hazel, and Jerell
Robinson and wife, Patsy, Smyrna, Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Frances
McCuiston, Murray; one brother, Herbert Osbron, Hazel Park, Mich.;
17 grandchildren; 17 great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Friday at 10 a.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, Tenn. Ewing Stubblefield will officiate.
Ladies Footwear Boutique
Pallbearers will be Cliff Curd, Nathan Robinson, Jay Robinson,
Selected
Anthony Robinson, Jason French and Clayton Lamb, active; all other
grandchildren and great-grandchildren, honorary. Burial will follow in
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery, Buchanan, Tenn.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 1 to 8 p.m. today
(Thursday) and after 9 a.m. Friday.

4;Calloway Monument Co.

East Calloway Elementary
working on fund-raiser

BEAT THE HEAT
WITH THE SALE AT

GREATLY
DISCOUNTED

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Some preservationists and residents
are questioning the proposed relocation of a pregnancy counseling
center in a historic neighborhood.
Alpha Alternative Pregnancy
Care Center was set to petition
the Board of Zoning Adjustment
on Wednesday to allow it to operate "a church-related facility" under
a conditional-use permit.
But because of the outcry, the
controversy is expected to be the
subject of a meeting between the
two groups' attorneys next month.
The purpose will be to deter-
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'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this stock
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Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3366

20°/• OFF

DOWNTOWN ON THE SQUARF • 767-0223
SALE • SALE •SALE •SALE • SALE • SALE •SALE

HILLIARD
MM
SINCE NISI

Our Best Investment Is You.
J.J.0. Hilliard. w L. Lyons, Inc. • Member NYSE and SIPC

mine if Alpha Alternative should
be considered a church:
Alpha Alternative had previously filed as a "philanthropic
organization" but was refused
because the agency has a paid
staff.
Residents of the 1880s neighborhood have fought for more than
20 years to preserve and improve
the neighborhood, according to
Mary Lee Norfleet, a resident.
She said residents have no objection to the center. Their objection
is to any use of the property other
than residential.

Every Friday Night

B•lioN•G*0
Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m.• Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.
121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)
Plus * $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jackpot Every Week
'Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club - License #0181
* 28 Games
Paying from $25 - $250

THE FAMILYNET SHARE PLAN:"
UP TO FIVE WIRELESS PHONES AND
ONE BIG SERVIN.G OF MINUTES.
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$1.00

Now you can get everyone in yourfamily a wireless phone, and get a cheaper rate in the
process. Here's how the FamilyNet Share Plan works: rust choose a GTE HomeChoice
plan and addfamily membersforjust $15 per line. Then you can sharefrom the same pool

by Clark Gesner

of wireless minutes. That way, everyone gets their °wow phone

Staged and Directed ky
Stephen Keene et Mis+y So-ton
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and there are always plenty of minutes to go around. As always,
this offer is also available to existing GTE Wireless customers.

MICHAEL DUNNAGAN . ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
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Assad the terrible

The Home of'New'and 'ImpovecP Term LimIts

./iiLov[ TERM )
Some of the things being said
about
the late Syrian dictator, Hale/
LIMITS so mu,
m
al-Assad, are complete fiction
TI-IAT UNDER MY
MEW PROPOSAL,
I'LL BE ABLE TO
SERVE UNDER

'TERM LIMIT'

POREVER!
HEW, HEN
AND WITH A WAVE
OF MY MAGIC
WAND. I'LL
CHANGE THIS INTO
A •LIFETIME CAREER'

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
June 12 — The Journal Gazette, Fort Wayne,
Ind., on criticism of Microsoft judge:
U.S. District Judge Thomas Pen-field Jackson
should be congratulated: not criticized, for his decision to speak with reporters about his historic ruling in the Microsoft antitrust case.
Jackson's interviews with the Wall Street Journal and Washington Post were quite uncharacteristic for a federal judge.
Most judges, particularly those on the federal
level, are loath to say anything outside the official court proceedings room about a pending case.
This long-standing practice of silence off the
bench exists .for sound reasons.
But the judicial system is subject to increasing
scrutiny by the public. Popular TV shows have
given the public a simple and less than accurate
view of a very complex system.
Jackson's hold move to explain himself to the
public was refreshing. and will with luck lead to
new debate on the issue.
June 8 — The Daily Star, Oneonta, N.Y., on
child obesity:
An epidemic afflicts our nation's children.
To treat it. we don't need prescription medication or elaborate therapies.
We just need to open our eyes and see the
problem.
An alarming number of our kids are overweight.
President Clinton recently kicked off the first
National Nutrition Summit in more than 30 years
with new. federal dietary guidelines' and some cautionary statistics.
• The number of overweight Americans increased
from 25 to 33 percent between 1980 and 1991, he
reported. And the number of overweight children
has doubled 'during the past 15 years. Ten percent
of American kids are considered overweight or
obese.
We need to get our children outdoors, away
from the television sets, video games and computers that encourage hour after lazy hour of physical inactivity.
We need to encourage children to participate in
activities ranging from bicycling to football to ballet. We need to give physical education classes the
respect they deserve. And we need to think twice
.about the giant-sized drinks, huge candy bars and
seemingly limitless junk food available to our kids.

federal elections are held
Early voting had been challenged on grounds
that the early voting law nullifies the idea. reflected in federal law, that all federal elections in any
given year should be held on one day nationwide.
The law allows any registered voter to cast a
ballot up to 17 days before an election and is in
addition to an absentee-voting law that provides
early voting by mail for people who expect to be
away from home on election day or who are unable
to make it to a public polling place.
Fifteen other states, including Oklahoma. have
a similar law and Florida and Vermont do not
require absentee voters to explain why they cannot vote on the federal election day in November.
An appeals,court ruled in January that: "Because
the election of federal officials in Texas is not
decided until Texas voters go to the polls on federal election day, we conclude that the Texas early
voting scheme is not inconsistent with federal election laws."
No election results are released until the votes
are tabulated on election day.
In an era where voting — perhaps the greatest
right an American citizen can exercise — has
declined precipitously, it seems that any attempt to
make casting a ballot easier would be promoted.
Under a new law in Oregon, voters there can
vote by mail. Other jurisdictions are exploring voting via the Internet. As long as proper precautions
are taken to protect voters' privacy and to assure
election officials that the persons casting ballots
are who they say they are, there are far more
pluses to allowing "alternative" vote-casting than
there are minuses.

CAL'S THOUGHTS

They remind me of the fantasies floated about expiring and
incoming Soviet leaders. Yuri
Andropov was a regular guy
CAL THOMAS
because supposedly he drank Scotch
Syndicated Columnist
and listened to American jazz.
Now we are supposed to believe ing any kind of deal involving Syria.
that Assad hungered and thirsted Bashar Assad will succeed his father
for peace with Israel.National Secu- only because the late dictator wantrity Council spokesman P.J. Crow- ed it that way and because the
ley said, "We think the Syrian Syrian constitution was changed
government has committed itself to accommodate Bashar who, at
to the path of peace, and we hope 34, is six years too young to serve
that will continue even with the as president under the former docpassing of President Assad."
ument.
One commentator noted on CNN
Assad belonged to the Alawthat Assad's son, Bashar, will be ites, a Muslim sect that makes up
easier to deal with because he only 10 percent of the population.
speaks English and his father did- When the more numerous Sunni
n't. Gee, if only Hitler had spo- Muslims (85 percent of the popken Hebrew.
ulation) realize this could be their
President Clinton sheds a phony chance to gain power, they may
tear about his "friend" - has he seize their long-suppressed opporforgotten that Assad was involved tunity.
in the death of 241 American
A revolution could erupt in Syria.
Marines in Lebanon in 1983?
Middle East commentator Emanuel
Yasser Arafat declares a three- A. Winston conceives the followday period of mourning - this ing scenario: The Alawite-domidespite the fact that one of Assad's nated army will first support Bashar
proxies once tried to assassinate Assad in order to maintain its own
Arafat and. Assad refused to let position.
the PLO leader into his country. ,
If the army leaders fail to withAssad was a brutal dictator, an stand a challenge, they might flee
oppressor of human rights, a mur- the country. Assad's ruthless and
derer of anyone who challenged..him cruel brother, Rifaat, who has influand a man resolute in h
ence with the army. could attempt
sition to making peace w
ael. a power grab.
His external armies an internal
If he does, a struggle may break
terror squads kept his people in out between factions of the army
line.
with Bashar and Assad's brotherHe amassed an arsenal of long- in-law on one side.
range missiles and chemical
The brother-in-law controls the
weapons.
drug trade in the Bekaa Valley in
Is there any question against cooperation with Colombia's drug
whom he planned to use such cartel. Twenty percent-of the drugs
devices?
entering the United States come
This is the worst possible time from the Bekaa Valley.
for Israel to consider withdrawing
Commentator Winston specufrom the Golan Heights or mak- lates there could be a movement

in Lebanon to break away from
Syria and force Syria's 40,000man army. stationed primarily in
the Bekaa Valley. out of Lebanon.
That could open the possibility of
Syria's Alawite-dominated army
with its Sunni foot soldiers facing down a strange coalition of
Lebanese Muslims and Christians
who want their country back.
Iran and Iraq have their own
interests in Syria and could support whichever appears likely to
win.
Israeli Prime Minister Ehud
Barak, who has been in concession mode since taking office and a lackey of the Clinton Administration and U.S. State Department is in no position to benefit from Assad's death. He has
floated the fiction that giving up
the Golan Heights ' would make
Syria more amenable to a peaceful coexistence with Israel.
Apologists will try to whitewash Assad's record as they pursue their own legacies, but they
should not be allowed to do so.
Liberals in America and Israel will
wail at Assad's departure, but they
should save their tears.
Israel must again awaken to the
reality that it is solely responsible for its defense and that it cannot rely on friends or enemies for
preservation.
One might say "good riddance"
to Assad if that were the end of
the story.
But there are other terrible dic- -tators - just like him - with the
same deadly objectives.

Finding alternative crops

Kentucky's beleaguered burley
tobacco farmers got a rare reason
ANALYSIS
for optimism recently when the Chinese ambassador to the United
States told a Lexington audience
China is ready and eager to begin
TODD DUVALL
buying Kentucky tobacco now that
Syndicated Columnist
trade relations between the U.S.
and China are being normalized.
China, with an estimated 300 be administered by a state board. be grown, packaged and shipped.
million smokers,represents a poten- and the remainder will go direct- from Kentucky.
A tomato picked in Barren Countial market for Kentucky burley ly to counties under a formula
that takes into account a county's ty in the morning can be on a
of unimaginable proportions.
For farmers who have seen their economic dependency on burley grocery shelf in Atlanta, Chicago
annual
tobacco quotas cut by two- tobacco production. County-level or Philadelphia within 24 hours
June 13 — The Washington Post, on death of
thirds in the last two years, there councils will propose ways of given the creation of a packaging
artist Jacob Lawrence
actually may be a future in grow- spending that money. which will. and transportation system to supFor an - artist to be praised as "accessible" is
port the farmer who grows that
ing tobacco in the coming years. be approved by the state board.
not always considered a compliment. But when it
Thus the 15-member Kentucky tomato.
But the possibility of a huge
came to Jacob Lawrence, the beloved African AmerAnd given the marketing camnew market for Kentucky burley Agricultural Tobacco Development
ican painter who died this weekend at the age of
in
China must not be used by Board, headed by Gov. Paul Pat- paign that can be financed by part
82, the word carries only positive connotations.
farmers ant farm organizations as ton, will have enormous power of the tobacco settlement; KenThe apparent simplicity and piercing clarity of
yet another excuse to delay wean- and influence over the direction tucky-grown agricultural products
Mr. Lawrence's most famous works did nothing to
ing Kentucky's economy off tobac- agriculture in Kentucky takes in can become every bit as well
diminish their seriousness.
known and in demand as Kenco
production in favor of new the years ahead.
On the contrary, their power and importance
The board is expected to be in tucky bourbon.
crops.
were, and continue to be, much enhanced by the
That's the danger in the China place this summer, and it should
Tomatoes, fish or goat cheese
way they made tableaux of•specifically black expeangle and one that state leaders Must not take long to see what its mem- isn't as economically attractive as
rience immediately accessible and emotionally real
carefully avoid as they gear up to bers envision for the future farm burley tobacco, but even with the
to a diverse audience. ...
If we look back to Clinton's statistics, we can
begin spending hundreds of mil- economy in Kentucky.
Chinese buying burley in the future,
The widest possible vision is farmers must recognize that diversee why this problem should he of the utmost
lions of dollars due Kentucky under
June 21 — The Indianapolis Star, on school
the only way the board can lead sification — and a little imaginaimportance to parents.
the national tobacco settlement.
prayer:
Kentucky farmers out of the tobac- tion — mean they can broaden
About 70 percent of overweight children ages
In
only
fact,
few
a
before
days
Public schools can- give kids condoms. They
10 to 13 will be overweight and obese adults. So can teach children about gay rights using the most
the Chinese ambassador's speech, co patch and into a world in which their horizons and give themselves,
today's problem will lead to even bigger difficul- graphic language and demonstrations.
a conference also in Lexington burley tobacco is only one pan their families and their rural comties tomorrow. ..
focused on the kind of rural Ken- of a broad agricultural economy. munities new sources of revenue.
They can promote a human-centered, self-servIt's really a no-brainer. All of us. grown-ups ing moral code.
For years. Kentucky economic
o lucky that all that money will proThat's the challenge facing Patand children alike, need to have a more balanced
duce over the next two decades. development leaders have promot- ton and the Agricultural DevelopBut they cannot allow a student to lead a prayer
. diet and 'exercise more often. Tonight, instead of before a high school football game.
The state is to receive up to ed the state to industries because ment Board: use the enormous
watching a TV show with your kids, go for a
$3.4 billion over the next 25 years of its central location to a vast financial resources provided by the
So says the U.S. Supreme Court.
bike ride or a walk. There's nothing but reruns
under the settlement, and the Gen- population of American consumers. tobacco settlement to transform
The court further censored religious speech in
on. anyway.
eral Assembly this year, after a
Those same consumers of GE rural Kentucky into a thriving agrithe public square on Monday by striking down a
lot of wrangling, agreed that half appliances and Ford Explorers also cultural state with farmers secure
Texas school district's policy; that allowed studentJune 13 — The Tulsa (Okla.) World, on early led prayers before games.
that amount will be used for agri- are consumers of meat poultry, fruits in their fields and in their marpurposes.
voting:
cultural
and vegetables, and there is no kets, whether they he in Peking
Yet it is the court itself that has abridged reliThe decision by the U.S. Supreme Court that gious liberty, as Chief Justice William Rehnquist
Of that half, 65 percent will reason those commodities cannot or Peora.
upholds Texans' right to cast a vote ii federal noted in his dissent.
general elections without having to state a reason
The lawsuits will continue.
is a wise one.
The debate over religion in the public square
At the heart of the appeal was whether Con- will rage for years to come. It is only our chilgress has the right to control what day national dren's prayers that have been silenced.
June 13 — The Times Recorder, Zanesville, foods served up at restaurants and elsewhere,
Ohio, on taxing high-fat foods:
released a study suggesting a small fat tax could
It was just a matter of time.
raise $1.8 billion annually to help our government
As soon as Uncle Sam toppled Big Tobacco. battle obesity.
Letters must be brief and
some pundits predicted fatty foods would be the
French fries don't kill.
are subject to editing. Send
next target of those who think they know what's
Laziness does.
WALTER L. APPE1RSON
hest for everyone. They hypothesized our governAMY WILSON
What's next? Fast-food businesses facing classletters to P.O. Box 1040.
Publisher
ment would go after fast-food businesses, claim- action lawsuits and being forced to pay states bilManaging Editoi
Murray. KY 42071. They
ing Ronald McDonald and his cohorts are destroy- lions of dollars in damages for selling a product
ALICE ROUSE
may also he faxed to (270)
America by enticing people to eat greasy legal for all ages?
ing
General Manager
cheeseburgers and fries.
753-1927 or e-mail them
We do support efforts to curb obesity, but let's
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
Earlier this month. the Center for Science in do that with existing government funds.
to mIkas morravledger com
the Public Interest, a frequent critic of high-fat
Forget the fat tax.
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER, INC.
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

I was so pleased to read in Wednesday's issue of the Murray Ledger & Times about the establishment of the Ann Herron Theatre Student Scholarship at Murray State University.
Herron started early in life as a teacher at Lynn Grove High
School in the early 1940s. I remember knowing her when I visited the school for activities when my aunt, the late Eula Mae
Doherty, was teaching home economics there.
Later I knew her when I was a student worker at the Murray State College Library in 1945. She was an assistant librarian there. Those of us who commuted each day spent several
hours studying in the library between classes. Herron donated
her personal library to the MSU library.
Herron was also active in the events in the city of Hazel
where she resided until her death in 1999. She was also a
working member of her church, clubs, and the Humane Society of Calloway County.

Atkins reunion on Sunday
Descendants of Jimmy Atkins and Tommy Atkins will have their
annual family reunion on Sunday at Hazel Community Center at
Hazel. A potluck meal will be served at noon. This is open to all
descendants, their families and friends.

Mr. and Mrs. Jones in 2000

Mr and Mrs. Jones in 1960

Great Books Club plans meeting
The Murray Great Books Club will discuss "Genesis" at its
meeting on Monday at 7 p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway
County Public Library. Fil Boston will act as the discussion leader
for the selection. Anyone who has read the selection is invited to
attend and participate in the discussion. For information call 7531867 or 753-8900.

Special school at Ledbetter
A one-day Vacation Bible School on the theme of "Race For
Jesus" will be Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Ledbetter Baptist Church, located off Highway 94 East. Classes for all ages will
be conducted. For more information call 753-0117.

Anniversary reception will be held Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Dwane Jones will celebrate their 40th wedding
anniversary with a reception on Sunday at the Fellowship House of
Grace Baptist Church, 617 South Ninth St., Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The family requests
that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones were married June 24, 1960, at Memorial Baptist Church, Murray, with Dr. T.A. Thacker officiating. Their attendants were the Rev. Glenn Armstrong and Peggy Billington.
Mrs. Jones, the former, Freda Davis, is the daughter of the late
Clifford Davis and Mary Susan Bland Davis. She has keep many

young children and is a soloist singing at weddings and .tunerals.
Mr. Jones is the son of the late J.D. Jones and Genella Treas
Jones. He is serving as Calloway County coroner and is manager ol
Miller Funeral Home in Murray. Mr. Jones has served as pianist and
organist for Grace Baptist Church for 37 years.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Jones are charter members of Grace Baptist
Church.
They have two daughters, Mrs. Susan Grace Darnell and husband.
Dustin, and Mrs. Jennifer Ann Tabers and husband. Jerry.

Stewart homecoming Sunday
The annual homecoming will be Sunday at Stewart Cemetery,
located off Highway 641 North between Almo and Dexter. A potluck
meal will be served about noon. Persons unable to attend may
send their donations to Sue Thweatt, 2161 Radio Rd., Almo, KY
42020.

I

SUBSCRIBE

Theatres

Diabetes camp for children planned
A summer camp for children with diabetes will be July 8 from
8 a.m. to 3:15 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Park (behind
the Old Wal-Mart). This free one-day camp for school-age children
with diabetes will be staffed by area physicians, nurses, registered
dietitians and other community volunteers. Preschoolers are invited
to participate if accompanied by an adult. Blood glucose monitors
with supplies and lunch and snacks will be provided. Events will
include swimming, a puppet show, games and diabetes education.
Pre-registration is required by June 30. For more information or to
register, contact Ann Ingle, certified diabetes educator at 762-1490.

1008 Chestnut St.
Matinees Everyday
through July 30

Shaft
R - 1:30 - 3:35 - 7:30 - 9:35
Boys & Girls
PG13 - 1:20 - 3:30 - 7:20 - 9:30

NARFE meeting Friday

ASHLEY NOFFSINGER

Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet Friday at 12:30 p.m. at Green Horse
Cafe, Highway 121 North. The, program will be presented by
Catherine Sivills, director of marketing of center for health and
wellness at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Federation of Blind will meet
The National Federation of the Blind, Murray Chapter, will meet
Friday at 6 p.m. in the United Way board room on the bottom
floor of Weaks Community Center. For more information call Danny
Perry, president, at 753-0911.

TICKETS GIVEN...Bill Wells, captain of the Murray Rotary
Club Bowling Team for the Big Brothers/Big Sisters Bowling Tournament, presented movie tickets as a "consolation
prize" to Marie Stalls, captain of the Murray High School
Cooks Bowling Team which lost to the Murray Rotary Club
Team.

Angels Clinic needs items
The Angels Community Clinic at 1005 Poplar St., Murray, has
issued an appeal for a room size air conditioner and a small commercial copier. Anyone having either of these items to donate call
the clinic at 759-2223 or bring them between the hours of 8:30
a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Thursday.

Last productions at park this week
"You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown" will be presented tonight
(Thursday) at 7:30 and on Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. at the
Playhouse in the Park. The play will close after the Saturday performance. For more information• call 759-1752.

Freedom Fest Pageant Saturday
Freedom Fest 2000 Beauty Pageant will be Saturday at Murray
State University Curris Center. Registration for 0 to 4 girls will be
at 10:30 a.m. with pageant at 11:30 a.m.; registration for girls 5
to 8 and all boys at 1:30 with pageant at 2:30 p.m.; registration
for 9 and up at 4 p.m. and pageant at 5 p.m.

SCORE WITH THE SPORT NEWS

Bridal
Registry
Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Shanna Simmons
bride-elect of
Jonathan Burgess
join our
bridal registry.
kr 110111111113
Chestnut St., Murray
753-1851
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DUAL FEED SEWING Is MORE
AFFORDABLE THAN EVER
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BIRTHS
Olivia Ann Butterworth
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Butterworth of Murray are the parents of a
daughter, Olivia Ann Butterworth, born on Sunday, June I I, 2000, at
2 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds three ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former Rayann Murdock. A brother is Lake..
Butterworth.
Grandparents are Don and Linda Murdock, Peggy Butterworth, and
Pat and Evelyn Butterworth, all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Rex and Bill Turrentine of Paducah and
Osro Butterworth of Murray.

Christopher receives degree
Carroll Lane Christopher of Murray received her bachelor of arts
degree at the 141st commencement ceremonies form Birmingham-Southern College, Birmingham, Ala.

Christopher graduated magna
cum laude, Phi Beta Kappa, and
distinction in leadership studies.
The graduate is the daughter
of Ellie Christopher of Murray
and Ron Christopher of Frankfort.

A CUT UP'51 IRON r
Come join us for

GRAND OPENING
Fri. & Sat. June 23rd & 24th
Refreshments Available

MONTHLY (1 WEEKLY SPECIALS
This month $10
)
7
r
!
This
Kim Greene

nos.s•u.ch•ease a...Jur-Au,du..giber
Hwy. 68 off Exit 16, Paducah, KY
800-599-USEW (8739) or 270-898-7301

Ashley Ruth Noffsinger of Murray was recently named Miss Congeniality at the 17th annual Miss
McCracken County Fair Pageant
of 2000.
She will be a senior at Calloway County High School this fall.
Noffsinger is the daughter of
Dan and Rebecca Wright of Murray and David and Karla Noffsinger of Georgetown.
Her grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Blackford of Murray and
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger of
Lexington.
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MEN — WOMEN — CHILDREN
Call today for appointment
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1546 Radio Rd.(Old 6411
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Gone In 60 Seconds
PG13 - 1:25 - 3:45- 7:25- 9:45
Big Momma's House
PG13. 1:15 - 3:25 - 7:15 - 9:25
Mission Impossible 2
PG13- 1:10 • 3:40 - 7:10 - 9:40
Walt Disney's Dinosaur

PG - 1:05 • 305 - 7:05- 9:05
Program Information
Call 753-3314

le,91.3lry
s.
.r=t4
, ,r)_
.
-t • .er;

A

C

'599

INTRODUCING THE
PFAFF VARIMATIC 6091

Noffsinger wins
pageant honors

Titan A.E.
PG- 1:00 - 3:10 - 7:00 - 9:10

• I

/'

We are proud to have
the following couples
registered with us:

caoL
j

Shelley Farris & William McKeel were married June 3rd
Kern Bates & Chad Holder were married June 10th
Keni L. Bryant & Jerome Waltner were married June 10th
• Shannon D. Beale & Chris Cole will be married July 1st
Natalie Flowers & Brent Thurmond will be married July tith
Heather Kraemer & Shannon Stephens will he married July 15th
Janise C. Greer & Aaron Page will he married July. 22nd
Barbara Pflaumer & Sindin I Andy)Jobs will he married August 12th
Kelli Jane Morris & Ryan Cronk will he married August 26th

The

egistry
Of alurray

.latia ()wen c

Walk
Ins
Welcome

Deciding 7nta/a/ions 4-y Carlson
209 N. 12th St., Murray, KY 42071 •(270) 767-0350
firs: Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.• Sat. 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
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Celebrate National Dairy Month
Dairy products beneficial
You drive pass dairy farms all
the time. But have you ever stopped
to think about the hard work that
goes into a dairy farm?
Getting up in the cold, dark
morning to go outside to take care
of the cows, not coming in until
dark and having to work seven
days a week.
Welcome to June Dairy Month,
a perfect opportunity for us to
honor Calloway County's hardworking dairy farm families.
Dairy farming makes many
important contributions to both the
economy of our area and the health
.of our citizens. This year's June
Dairy Month theme. "got milk? It
does a body good" reminds us
of the extensive health benefits

dairy products offer.
Scientific studies show milk
may have a role in preventing
colon cancer and in lowering high
blood pressure.
Dairy is getting easier and more
convenient to consume. Milk is
the best way for people to get
their calcium.
A person can get about an entire
day's worth of calcium by consuming at least three servings of
dairy products. Milk and milk
products provide 75 percent of the
calcium in the American food supply.
During June Dairy Month, we
offer thanks to our county's dairy
farmers for all do thoughout the
year.

Jessica and Coley Miller show how much they like
dairy products such
as milk and grilled cheese sandwiches at the State
Fair's dairy booth.

Derek Lawson, a sophomore at Calloway
County High School, judges a dairy cow in
preparation for competition in Lexington.

Promoting Dairy Month
....for all your
farming needs.
"Where Our Service Comes First"

Gould Oil Co., Inc.
Hazel, KY

(conoco)

YOU CAN use real milk and milk products and urge your
friends
and neighbors to do the same.
YOU CAN actively promote milk and milk products by being
well
informed about their nutritive benefits and pass this knowledge
on to
others.
YOU CAN cooperate with other dairy farmers to develop
promotional programs in your community.
YOU CAN support the year-round non-brand promotion
programs
of the Southeast United Dairy Industry Association, Inc. (SUD1A
).
YOU CAN use bumper stickers promoting milk and milk product
s.
YOU CAN participate in public education programs to help
bridge
the communication gap between farmers and consumers.

492-8885

Is your hay amlforage equipment
readyfor anotherseason in the field?
77,7
fbm..M.Moo

We've Got-Um Covered.

Oris itreadyfor retirement?
You can count on us for high
quality farming systems, genuine cash, H parts, superior
service & flexible financing.

PRODUCT

Hail can ruin a good crop and destroy a good year.
With hail insurance from Fireman's Fund Agribusiness,
you can rest easy. We take the risk, you get peace of mind.

suoiroirr

Call Us Today!

COMAUTTID TO[WRY PART"

The Murray
Insurance Agency

mE McKeel Equipment Co., Inc.

Bel-Air Center • 753-4751

Walnut St., Murray • (270) 753-3062
if) 2000 Case Corporation
Case IH is a registered trademark of
Case Corporation

Visit our Web Sites at.
www.casecorp.com
www.casecredit corn

One of the thrills of dairy judging is winning
a ribbon. Here,
Kasey Stark won a ribbon at the District Dairy
Show for
her Jersey cow.

Fireman's
Fund'

CASE di

AgriBusine se

Call Bob Billington, CPC()
Robert Billington, Jr.
Jason Billington & John Nix Purdom

NATIONAL DAIRY
MONTH
Ryan Foods, a division of Dean Foods,
salutes our dairy farmers.
Thank you for a lifetime of commitment
to our American Dairy Industry.

RyanFoods

Tobacco
Crop Hail
Insurance
•guaranteed cash flow
• excellent claim service
• investment protection

4american

raiact.)surance,Inc

McNutt Insurance
118 South 5th St.• Murray • 753-4451

sr,
, •
t

•

;

..r •fir.ouimr.
14
'

High Quality
Farm Lubes Fuel

ci
+101
,
41,:
ippe

We carry a full line of BP Oils and Fluids
Special Orders Welcomed

(270) 753-3012
100 East Chestnut Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071

Belcher Oil Co., Inc.
"Serving Your Needs For Over 25 Years
Re.

•
403 S. LP Miller •753-0212
•
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Conklin,Auler to present recital

SEASON FINALE...Pictured are local members of the Paducah Symphony Youth Orchestra following their recent third and final concert of the 1999-2000 season. The concert
featured solo performances by Michael Swain on marimba and Maggie Tate-Majcher on
horn, accompanied by Dr. John Dressler. From left, front row: Michael Swain, percussion,
Douglas Van Fleet, director, and Maggie Tate-Majcher, horn. Middle row: Katy Watters,
assistant director, Laura Nixon, bassoon, Elizabeth Bogal-Allbritten, first violin, Daniel Runnels, second violin, and Brett Brown, bassoon. Back row: Emily Runnels, first violin,
Jaime Fairbanks, trumpet, Julie Gibbs, flute, and Will Rail, percussion. The group rehearses and performs at Paducah's Tilghman Auditorium throughout the school year. Young
musicians interested in auditioning for the Youth Orchestra can contact the Paducah Symphony Orchestra office at (270) 444-0065 for more information.

CELLTOUCH,inc. SHARE YOUR AIR

UPN to pick up pageant
Everyone get ready, because it is
going to be a hot one this weekend
when the 55th annual Miss Kentucky Scholarship Pageant Organization is on stage at Transylvania
University in Lexington.
The competition runs June 2224. UPN 46 will carry the competition live June 24 at 6 p.m.
The contestants will compete
in four different categories: talent,
interview, evening gown, and physical fitness in a swimsuit.
Each contestant will also discuss her chosen platform that is
It
S
1/4

It
S' 7

Dixi•land Shopping Contor
(Behind Herdess on Chestnut St.)

a social or community issue of
concern to help herself and society at large. There will also be a
special presentation by Miss America 2000, Kentucky's Heather Renee
French.
The new Miss Kentucky will tour
throughout the state speaking to
government officials, schools, and
community groups about her platform issue.
Also, the new Miss Kentucky
will be eligible to compete in this
fall for the title of Miss Amenca.
It

;7/17
It

4-4,1

„zit,

1.4.3

It

Violinist Scott Conklin and pianist Robert Auler will present a recital July 1 at 8 p.m. in the Performing Arts Hall located in the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Building at
Murray State University.
The concert will include works
by Brahms, Bach and Prokofie. Admission is $7.
Conklin has performed as a violin soloist with many orchestras including the Louisville, Nashville,
Paducah, Owensboro, Evansville
and Berlin Symphony Orchestras.
He is also a first prize winner of the
Music Teachers National Association Competition.
Conklin was twice awarded the
Governor's Youth Merit Award
and later named a Kentucky Colonel. Last summer, Conklin performed at the Spoleto Music Festi- RECITAL SET.. Robert Auler (left) and Scott Conklin (right) will
val in Italy. He is currently pursu- present a recital July 1 in the Performing Arts Hall of Murray
ing a doctorate of musical arts de- State University's Price Doyle Fine Arts Building.
gree under violin pedagogue Professor Paul Kantor at the University Stravinsky Awards and the Johan- also studied with Anton Nei at the
of Michigan.
nah Hodges International Piano University of Michigan.
Conklin has also studied with Awards.
Conklin and Auler have pc,David Updegraff at the Cleveland
Recently, Auler performed
Institute of Music. He is a 1993 Rachmaninoff Piano Concerto No. formed extensively as a violin and
piano duo since 1997. Performgraduate of Murray High School.
1 with the Cincinnati Conservatory
ances
have included engagements
Auler has performed as a piano of Music Orchestra - a result of
soloist and chamber musician winning the school's concerto com- at various universities and the Aspen Music Festival, as well as apthroughout the United States and petition.
pearances on numerous concert se Europe. He is the winner of prestigAuler is currently pursuing a
ries.
ious competitions including the doctorate of musical arts degree unConklin and Auler arc currently
der Frank Weinstock at the Cincinnati Conservatory of Music. He has on a recital tour of the Midwest

767-9111

S35 for 200 minutes
FREE LONG DISTANCE
ADD tip TO 4 ADDITIONAL
LINES FOR SIS EACH
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for the

Freedom Fest Marching Band

Avelabie on re* one year service ogreernent. Subgect to credk check arid approvi Fee will be
me•for eel termination of contract Other restnctions ma _ LI Oiler ends 8/30/00.

If you can play a musical instrument and would like to
march in the Freedom Fest "Veterans on View" parade
jcp.tceiz,rti on July 4th, we want to hear from yo.il

If your church has not been featured in

Ho wsicoq Hopi.

ea

t-AX

please contact Amy Wilson at 753-1916 ext. 27.
zit.
;

Call Mike Smith at 436-5495 by Monday, June 26.
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- MURRAY MAIN STREET MILE

15% Off
6" Pot
Gerber
Daisy
Only

Tuesday, July 4th, 2000 • b
Murray, KY
9:00 AM.

All
Shrubs ,

99'

COURSE
The One-Mile Race Will Start At 15th and Main Street, Murray, KY
(In Front Of Sparks Hall, MSU)
And Finish At 6th and Main Street
The Run Will Precede Murray's Freedom Fest 4th of July Parade.

/I
S' 7

..ar_

WE NEED IMOLAI

NEW NOKIA 915 PHONE
& CAR CHARGER FREE
%TIM EACH NEW LINE

y114014 0/11D
Aelin
1.1 , "1111511

'111,

4r 4C.I 4C
._ -71 4r

25')/0 Off

_

Bagged Soils

1/2 Price
Elephant Ears
Canna Lilys
Mosquito Plants
Cell Packs

Mulches

AWARDS
First, Second & Third Place Awards(Male-Female)
In The Following Categories:
12 & Under, 13-18, 19-24, 25-29, 30-34, 35-39, 40-44, 45-49, 50-54, 55-59
And 60 & Over

Free
6- Plant
With $20.00

Registration $10.00 DEADLINE JUNE 28th
Registration Begins At 8:00 A.M.

e
- h7

Purchase
" While Quantities
,f
Last

Sponsored By: BRIGGS AND STRATTON
•••••ENTRY FORM •••••
MAIL TO: BRIGGS AND STRATTON
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:
MAIN STREET MILE
BRIGGS AND STRATTON
110 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KY 42071
FIRST

MI

ADDRESS:
CITY:

STATE:

AGE:

SEX:( 1 MALE ( )FEMALE

PHONE NUMBER:

ZIP:

6" Pot
Caladiums

*10.00

Only

996

One
Gallon
Perennials
Only

NAME:
LAST

Flowering
Hanging
Baskets
Only

7

*4.50

1, The Only Place

T-SHIRT SIZE:( )L ( )XL

Release Form: I certify that I have decided to participate in the Murray Main Street Mile with full knowledge that
being physically fit and sufficiently trained is necessary to prevent any injury to myself. In consideration of acceptance of this entry, I waive any and all claims for myself, my heirs, devisees, and executors, administrators, and
assigns against the city of Murray, officials or sponsors ofthe 2000 Freedom Fest Murray Main Street Mile for any
and all claims of liability
//NI

SIGNATURE(PARENT OR GUARDIAN IF UNDER 18)

DATE

La
•

NURSER

That little something extra"
Offer Good
While
Quantities
Last

7%7

Sale Ends
June 29

759-3695
2596 Brinn Rd.• Murray
(Corner of North 16th & Poor Farm Rd.)

Open 9-5 Closed Sunday 9 Monday
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL.
CLASSIFIED AD RATES
$6.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
,All 3 Ads Must Run Within.6 Day Period)

753-1916

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

Line Ads $7 00 minimum tat day Rif per word per day for each additional consecutive day
extra for Shopper iTues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide $2 50 extra for blind box ads

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
140
150
155

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computers
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances

010

160
165
180
190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330

Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES

lx2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max.
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

ACN

You were a cutie
We think you are still.
Even though you're thirty
And "over the hill."

The Murray Calloway Co. Senior Citizens
will be accepting bids to sell a 1989 Ford
raised roof passenger van. The van can be
seen in the afternoons at the Weaks
Community Center. All bids should sent to
607 Poplar St. Box 105 Murray, KY 42071 by
July 7th. We reserve the right to reject any
and all bids.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Vickie, Cathy
and Mike

020
Notice

ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, ordained
ministers,
complete
arrangements,
honeymoon! family
cabins.
breathtaking
views.
Wedding
arrangements
800-893-7274. Vacation
lodging,
800-634-5814
MASTECTOMY Or Breast
Augmentation? Replace
old bras/ breast forms
(prothesis) today. 2 new
forms/ 4 new bras billed to
Medicare. Save money!
Satisfaction guaranteed!
800-755-7880
MRS. ANN'S PSYCHIC
READINGS
Advice on all matters of
life. 767-0508 Now located
at 3040 St. Rt. 94 East.
NEED
A
Concealed
YVeapon Permit? No wait•!ig. best deals on class.
437-4806.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
MYRTLE Beach Ocean
From Resort
Condos,
pools- playground, tennis
Day/ week May- JuneAugust. $68-$405. July
$105- $630. Golf packages
from $38 a day. 800-3348575.
800-446-1932
Southern Strand Realty
www.ablevacations.corn
PANAMA CITY BEACH,
Sandpiper- Beacon Beach
Resort from $69 (some
restrictions apply.). Pools
river ride, hot tub, suites
tiki bar. 800-488-8828.
www.sandpiperbeacon
COM

Come & Discover!
95(1 Blooming Varieties
Hardy Daylilies & Hosta.
Refreshments
Photographers Welcome! Car Tours Available
Gift Plant with this ad.
Thurs.-Sat. 9-5

Bethel Daylily Gardens
94 Fast 2 miles follow signs•759-9600

3-

Order

0 -0

060

040
Roommate
Wanted

Kelp Wanted

$11 BASE- APPT

AVON Products. Declare
your
independence'
Full/ Part Time
Control your own income.
Scholarships Available
Set your own schedule As
Conditions apply
Customer Service/ Sales an Avon Representative
you call all the shots Let's
Work in Murray
Lost and Found
talk. 888-942-4053
Apply in Paducah
CDL Training $2,995 (cash
270-575-9526
www workforstudents COrrVnp
Just give us a call, we'll
price for 2 weeks only)
be glad to help.
$8000 Signing bonus, free tractor trailer drivers Call
Your loved one we'll
college tuition. Initially part now 888-776-3748
try to find,
time work, possible full
'Cause we all have Furry
time. Up to $19 an hour
WANTED
or Feathered Friends,
Limited openings Call 1OTR
DRIVERS
Here at the
800-GO-GUARD
KY
Locally
based
trucking
Ledger & Times.
National Guard.
company.
Must
have
A $35,000 Per year
Career! C.R
Call 753-1916
England
CDLs for at least 2
needs driver trainees! 15
060
years
day CDL training! Housing!
Help Wanted
600-mile
radius
meals included, No up
Home
every
weekend
front $$$! Tractor Trailer
CASHIER
needed
a
training 888-781-8556.
Call for more
Hitching Post Gifts in
ATTORNEY
Associate
information
Aurora full or part-time.
position for recent graduCall for appointment
(800)468-6087
ate or experienced attor474-2266.
ney. Please submit resume
MEN'S
Clothing Store to
TRAINEES
Attorney
Position, DRIVER
Seeking FT experienced Confidential #4408,
P0. NEEDED NOW! Werner
seamstress. References Box
90012,
Bowling needs entry level truck
required Apply at Dan's,
drivers. No experience
Green KY 47102
1205 Chestnut St., Murray.
necessary. Earn $600 to
$800 per week plus benefits and get home weekly
and during the week in
many areas. No CDL? 15
day CDL training program
available. Call today
Become an Substitute Motor Route Carrier.
1-800-242-7364.
Must have own automobile, good driving record
DRIVER Trainees! We are
and have own insurance.
simply the best! Recent
grads get a $500 bonus.
Six days per week delivery. Afternoon hours.
No CDL? We can get you
trained. No contract. 800If interested see Janet Walker,
839-8969
Circulation Department at the
Murray Ledger & Times, after 10 a.m.
2BR Duplex $200 month
W/D
&
Appliances
Furnished Call 489-2618
or 753-9898

MURRAY LEDGER I TIMES
WANTS YOU!

OPEN GARDENS

Ordet
NOVO'

43E30
*Ribs

"Pork Shoulders
'Chicken
For the 4th of
July
411,

MURRAY LEDGER I TIMES
WANTS YOU!

11

Fri & Sat
Until 9 p m

Become an Independent Motor Route Carrier.

Lunch
11 a m -2 p m

Must have own automobile, good driving record

and have own insurance

Crawford's Bar-B-Que

Six days per week delivery. Afternoon hours.
Earn $12.000-S16.000 or more per year.

North of Murray at Intersection 464 & 1824
✓
I

Clip-N-Save
w

I
I

7Fect-x
4- I
Carpet Cleaning Special
•Get Any Three Rooms Cleaned For $74.95 - I
Have the Fourth Cleaned For $19.95

OR
•You Can Get Five Rooms Cleaned For

I

a Low Price of Just $110.00
(Room sizes of 15)(15 or smalieo
Stain guarding is extra

I
I.

759-2479 or 1-888-421-4576
Randy & Cheryl Chapman (Owners)

GET RESULTS
Place your ad in the Murray Ledger & Times
Peal Estate • Help Wanted • Personals • Lost &
Found Merchandise • Announcements• Greetings
There are several ways to place your ad:

Phone
753-1916

Fax
753-1927

060
Nelp Wanted

ACCEPTING BIDS

1001 Whrtnel) Ave
Ilurr . KY 42071

4

I

COOK/ CATERING at
Murray State University
Full time, benefits. High
school graduate, one year
commercial food preparation or catering required.
Includes night/ weekend
work. Salary $7.67 hourly.
Apply at Department of
Employment
Services.
1210
Johnson
Blvd.,
Murray,
KY
42071.
Women/ Minorities encouraged to apply. EEO, M/F/D,
AA employer.
CUSTOMER
Service
Personnel
needed.
Friendly, honest & computer knowledge a plus. Apply
in
person
at Boone
Cleaners. 605 Main. No
phone calls.
DRIVER
Convenant
Transport Coast to Coast
runs, teams start .42c45c, $1000 sign on bonus
for exp. co. drivers, experienced drivers and owner
operators. 800-441-4394
for graduate students 800338-6428.
DRIVER- 83% of drivers
home weekly. Excellent
pay/ bonuses/ benefits.
Late- model conventionals
98% no touch. Company
drivers. owner operators
welcome! Cardinal Freight
carriers
800-935-3131.
www.cardlog corn. E0E.
DRIVER- Company drivers
and owner operators. Call
today and ask about our
great new compensation
and bonus packages. Boyd
Bros 800-543-8923 (00's
call 800-633-1377.) EOE.
DRIVER- Home every
weekend. No NYC Lease
purchase- new- own a
truck in 24 months Paid
accountant 1st 12 months
Owner operators- New
$0.82/
mile (Loaded?
Empty). Provide base plate
& permits. Paid liability/
fuel taxes. Toll scale
receipts. Company driversstand up conventionals.
Start up to $0.33/ miles.
Free insurances. 401K
retirement.
www.epestransport.com.

MURPHY US
r for the
Benton area,
station is located in the
parking lot at Walma1xcellent starting salary,
monthly commissions, complete benefits package including retirement and 401K savings plan.
Applicants should possess strong basic math
skills and leadership qualities. Prior retail management experience a plus. Call MURPHY Oil
USA, Inc. at 877-291-6690. Leave Walmart city.
name, area code and phone number.
EOE-MFHV

If interested see Janet Walker,
Circulation Department at the
Murray Ledger & Times after 10 am.

Fri. 11 am.
Fri. 11 a.m.
Mon 1 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 1 p.m.

Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Rent
Farms For Sale
Acreage
Homes For Sale

060
Legal
Notice

020

340
360
370
380
390
400
410
425
430
435
440
445
450
455
460

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Just Say "Charge It"

010
Lout
Notts

I

Ad Deadlines
Publish

470

Motorcycles & ATV's

480

Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Free Column

485
490
495
500
510
520
530
560

• Card of Thanks
• In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special

060
Help Wanted

060
Help Wanted

SALES ASSOCIATE
Fortune 500 Co. has immediate openings for
Sales Representatives.
Spend 80% of your selling
time calling on established
accts. Company paid training & excellent benefits.
1st Yr. $25.000+. Please
send your resume to:
Manager
7631 State Route 80E.
Mayfield, KY 42066.
DRIVERINEXPERIENCED?- Learn to be an
OTR professional from a
top carrier Great pay
executive-style
benefits
and conventional equipment Call today! U S
Xpress, 888-936-3338
DRIVER- New pay plan
31c- 33c a mile Earn 42K
55K a year and enjoy
assigned equipment. 99%
no touch. 50%-60% drop/
hook, great benefits and
home time! 800-879-2486
Buske Lines EOE
DRIVER- 0/0's and Fleet
Drivers for Landstar Fleet
owners wanted! Qualifications: 23 year old; Class A
COL with hazmat; 1 year
OTR experience, safe driving record. Call Landstar
lnway ti1) 800-435-4010.
www.landstar.com
DRIVERS Needed' Get
your CDL and a great job'
Train locally, get paid while
in school, no money out of
your pocket' Earn up to
$800 or more, get weekends off! 1-800-398-9908
DRIVERS, over the road,
35 states. Flat with sides,
late model conventionals 3
years experience. Start
34c-.38c a miles+ benefits. Call 800-444-6648.
DRIVER- Flatbed Owner
Operators Needed. We
have more freight than
power to pull it Midwest/
S.E. 70% of gross Skipper
Transportation @
800-456-7547
NEED transmission R&R
man. Fullttme. Mathis
Transmission. 515 S. 12th
St.

Air Conditioning &
Heating Company
IS looking for
Qualified Service

Men
to do Residential

& Commercial
refrigeration &
heating repairs.
Certification & tools
are required.
Pay will depend on
experience.
Only apply in person at

Arctic Refrigeration
401 Memorial Dr.
Paris, TN 38242
DRIVERS/
Owner
Operators needed with
flatbed experience to run
the Southeast
Home
weekends, terminal pay,
great benefits package.
Recruiting bonus! Welborn
Transport 800-828-6452.
ext. SCO2.
FRANKLIN College' 14
day CDL-A training program, no experience necessary, must be 21, 38K
1st year, full benefits, full
tuition assistance Lifetime
job placement Call 888645-8505.
Experienced
drivers call 800-958-2353.
FRIENDLY
TOYS
&
GIFTS- Has openings for
party demonstrators &
managers! Home decor,
gifts. toys. Christmas Earn
cash, trips, recognition.
Free catalog information
800-488-4876.
HELP needed in
Chiropractic office Must
have basic clerical skills
and excellent personality
for dealing with people.
Experience helpful but not
necessary. Will train qualified person. to apply call
759-1116.

Help Wanted
DRIVERS- Three I Truck
Lines needs flatbed drivers
for Regional/ Long haul
Health Ins $1500 Sign on
bonus Pay for experience
Ask for recruiting 888-2395527
DRIVERS- When it comes
to benefits, we've got all
the Bells and Whistles.
Paid weekly. great pay,
$1,000 sign on bonus, students welcome SRT- Call
toll free 877-BIG-PAYDAY
877-244-7293
DRIVERS Set your home
time. Experienced drivers
earn $800 a week. CDL
training & tuition reimbursement available for
inexperienced
drivers.
0/0's welcome. USA
Truck. 800-237-4642.
DRIVERS/
OTR
Experienced or inexperienced. Earn up to $900, a
week! Company sponsored training or tuition
reimbursement. Rewards
for experience! Call Cody
877-612-2778 EOE.
DRIVERS/ OTR- Star
Transport, Inc. has an
exciting new pay package.
Experienced drivers can
start up to 34c per mile, full
company benefits, excellent home time, great
miles. Must have Class A
CDL & be able to pass
DOT physical and drug
screen. Training available!
800-974-2462/ 800-5486082/ 888-877-9348
DRIVERS/
Owner
Operator Mainly Midwest/
Southeast. No unloading.
No New York City. Late
model
conventional
condo's. Air ride trailers.
Full benefits. Pay all miles.
800-896-8118,
Omaha,
NE
HUMAN
Resources
Manager.
Bachelor's
degree in administration or
a combination of education
and personnel experience
may be substituted (2
years college and 2 years
experience). Excellent full
time benefits include, medical, dental, life, short and
long term disability insurance, college tuition assistance. 401K, paid training,
paid holidays, annual and
sick leave. Fax/ Send
resumes to Community
Alternatives of Kentucky,
P.O. Box 39, Symsonia. KY
42082, fax (270)527-0817.
EOE. M/F/DN.
IMMEDIATE openings at
Mattel Contact Excel office
at 759-8383 for more information

HIRING CDL-A Drivers.
E xperienced Inexperienced.
School
grads. Great pay. benefits
EXPERIENCED Medical
& miles. All conventional
office secretary with good
fleet. Affordable CDL- A
typing skills. Knowledge of
training with transportation/
medical terminology and
included. Call toll
working with computer
ree 87 885-8342.
Experience with tiling a
DRIVE
Home every
ge
zed medidal o
weeken
tart up to 34
work. Sa
d
experience and perform- cents per mile. sign on
ance. Attractive benefits. bonus, tarp pay, rider proSend resume to. P.O. Box gram. Assigned conven1040-A Murray, KY 42071. tional you drive home,
satellite dispatched Call
EXPERIENCED Roofers:
Hornady 800-441-4271.
Hard Work, Good Pay!
ext. ET-135.
489-6125. leave message
PT Housekeeping
KY
Beach Resort Call Susan
IMMEDIATE Openings for
436-2345
Cable Installers- Halgard
Construction is now hiring
installers No experience
necessary, we will train.
Employee status, benefits,
Taking applications for cooks and competitive pay. Must have
good driving record. Also,
counter help for all shifts.
openings for part time
summer help EOE Call MApply in person, no phone calls please. F. 8-5. toll free
888-511-3340
INSTALLERS Needed for
satellite installation, up to
$25 an hour. Must have
own truck and tools, be
217 S 12th St
ambitious and professional If you meet these qualification, call Dennis at 800COME GROW WITH US
511-0689
EXCEL Group, LLC National Contractor has
IVANHOE Transportation
immediate employment openings for full time,
has openings for expenpart time and seasonal jobs. Choose to work
enced transportation disindoors or outdoors. Competitive salaries and benpatchers. safety coordinaefits. Drug screens required. Applicant must be
tor and sales personal
able to perform the essential functions of the job.
Good salary and benefits
Shift work and overtime required, must provide
Fax resume attention Ivan
own 'transportation to and from work.
502-394-0006
EXCEL Is An FOE Employer

CLASSIFIED

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

REWARD
$150
For anyone with information
that will lead to the arrest and
conviction of the person or persons who recently stole the
Murray Ledger & Times newspaper racks.
Contact the Murray Ledger &
Times between the hours of
7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday
through Friday at 753-1916

WestView
ii

IS

HOENE

RN SUPERVISOR
Full-lime; 3-11 OR

Part-Time: 7-3, 3-11
Competitive salary with shift differential.
Excellent Benefit Package includes:
Health/Dental Ins.; Life Ins;
Vacation/Holiday/Sick. pay: Retirement
Plan: Attendance Bonus; Childcare;
Tuition Reimbursement;

CONTACT:
Cathleen Haley @ 270-762-1591
270-767-3660

1401 SOUTH 16th STREET • MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

Sonic of Murray

For More Information
Call

(270)759-8383

WORK From Horne
$672- $4 947 / mo PT/ FT
1888360-9148 or
www cash-street corn

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
060

150

LOCAL lire Shop needs
immediate
help
Experience preferred Full
time - wages based on
experience Call 753-7342
or 436-6118
MURRAY CPA Firm has
openings for the following
positions
Bookkeeper: Must possess excellent communication skills as well as a
familiarity with word processing,
spreadsheets,
payroll and sales tax calculations, plus bookkeeping
and reconciliation experience
Staff Accountant: Must
possess a B S Degree in
accounting or related field,
CPA license and experience in preparing income
tax returns are preferred
but not required
We Offer a wide variety of
lob assignments, retirement plan, paid vacation
and holidays These positions may also offer flexible
hour arrangements April 15
31
December
to
Competitive salaries will be
commensurate with experience. Send resumes in
confidentiality to: PO. Box
348. Murray. KY 42071
NOW Hiring Dancers at
least $600. weekly. Foxy
Lady, The Premier adult
dance club in the area
Apply in person_ Tue- Sat.
7-2p.m. Serious inquiries
only! Call 901-642-6177 or
901-644-0107
OPENING For Bakery
Dutch
position
at
Essenhaus. Days, FT or
PT. Apply in person. 1674
St. Rt. 121N.
PARALEGAL) Legal form
typist needed No experience necessary Must own
computer 800-990-9835
Ref#02
941-351-5514
www thelawclub com

SUPPORT Coordinator/
Case Manager Bachelor's
degree in a human services field Responsible for
the total spectrum of services for individuals with
development disabilities
Excellent full time benefits
include medical, dental,
life, short and long term
disability insurances, college tuition assistance,
401K, paid training, paid
holidays, annual and sick
leave Fax/ Send resumes
to Community Alternatives
of Kentucky, PO Box 39,
Symsonia, KY 42082. Fax
E0E,
270-527-0818
M/F/DN
Home
SLEEP Nights
weekends. Start up to 34c
per mile Medical, Dental,
family
401K, friendly
owned since 1981 $1,000
Sign on bonus Call 800828-8338 anytime.

150

Areas
For Sala

Hale UMW

Arbdee
For Sale

1986 BLAZER S10 Tahoe
WOLFF TANNING BEDScracked block $500 obo Tan at home Buy direct
L-shaped solid wood com- and save! Commercial/
puter desk sliding trays for home units from $199 Low
keyboard
printer. monthly payments Free
and
Cabinet
and
drawer color catalog Call today
attached $400 firm Stair 800-842-1310
stepper, piano bunk beds,
free standing fireplace
55 gallon
Wooden bookcase and
secretary desk Call 759aquarium
9174
STEEL Building Sale! Rock
bottom
pricing!
Overstocked and canceled
orders! Straight wall and
Arch style buildings Some
sizes 30x42, 40x64. 50x88.
Other sizes available 800581-5843 ext. 134.

SE equip753-2580.

meats For Rent
2BR Clean Mobile Homes
in small quiet park Call
492-8488
2BR , 2 bath $260/mo
753-6012

Mobile Home Lots For Rent
1/2 acre $100/mo07536012
LOT For Renl 753 9866
Business Rentals

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting a
$200 mo 753-4109
1413 Hillwood 2br triplex
apt C/H/A. berber carpet.
appliances. W,'D hookup.
private drive No pets
$400/mo 753-0814
1549 Mockingbird Dr 3
large bedroom, 3 bath
Large 2 car garage
Appliances
furnished
$725imo 753-5344. 5599970
1BR apt available all appliances furnished Mur-Cal
Realty 753-4444
1BR Apt Clean and nice
with appliances Including
Wel No pets Call
753-9841 or 436-5496
1BR. 1 bath 11.2 blocks
from MSU. $225 plus
deposit. No pets.
References required
Daytime'53-3949 ABH- 759-3050.

OFFICE Space for rent
Hopkinsville
Federa
Savings Bank Building
Ft
Frigidaire Call Helen Foley 753-7921
17CU.
Dryer,
$150.
Refrigerator.
Crown
1992
FORD
boxes. 200Victoria Nice car 1973 $75 Electrical
Weather proof
23ft Thunder Camper self 50amp
Various size units
489-2278
contained. Needs work,
Walnut Plaza
$700 Leer topper for REFRIGERATOR with top
104 N. 5th
Misc
household
freezer
Chevy lwb $300 1974 21ft
LaStrada camper Extra goods 753-0033 or
753-9621
nice $1400 Also a 12yr 753-6999
Reg Arabian Mare $850.
WYECOT
obo on all the things Call
Murray's 1st Enterprise Zone'
753-4094
THESPACE Y01/97E
Now Renting Office Space
2 crypts 17&18 in Bell
LOOK/NCROE
Furnished or Unfurnished - You Choose
Chapel on southside. 4th
•Shaled aleas me 11C.: Ilk kith),
*NO iii lairs
level, up in middle Paid
din
I
coma'
in:
tusk.
$2895 in June '88 Asking
Appliances

Office Space

THE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING

1TACO JOHN'S
Start At $6
Flexible shifts,
friendly, family
atmosphere.
Bonus potential.
Apply in person from
2-5 daily
No phone calls please.
EOE

Domestic & Childcare
CERTIFIED
Loving
Grandmother Weekends
or nights available 7590757
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553.

$5000
SIGNING BONUS
FREE
COLLEGE TUITION

I-800-GO-GUARD
KY NATIONAL
GUARD
TOP Miles/ Top Pay for
teams: Owner/ operator
and company teams needed to handle new contracts. Heartland Express
Call toll free 877-763-7483.
EOE.

30-DANIELLE Steele novels Mint condition Some
titles
"Daddy", "The
Promise". Message From
Nam" 759-9200
7HP Troy built tiller $450
Metal 4x5 trailer $100.
Nice rubber tired wooden
wheel wagon Single or
double pull $500
489-2333

CWIlliFCMC kIl0111

iiSpiinkler is stem
2 Black Leather couches
Excellent condition Wil
sell separate or together.
436-5695 or 753-4487
BEAUTIFUL White couches Like new 7ft, $135
Matching love seat $75
759-4627
BEIGE Leather sectional
Couch & recliner chair 6
months old 753-3670
OAK Bedroom Suite
753-8615

•11

C.H.1%

4S1. LOP/CI

12.200 sq. ft. Warehouse Also Available
Must See To Appreciate
Available For Viewing 415 S 41'
-Fri 900-430• Cal For Inforrnat,on 759 06 i
WE ARE S

Classifieds
Office Open
7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Closed Saturda

Need Furniture? Bedding?

1BR , $2004225 Various
locations Coleman RE
759-4118
At 1304
2BR Duplex
Valleywood Drive $375/
mo
759-4406
2br, 11.2 bath Apt
2br, 2 bath luxury duplex
All appliances furnished
759-5885
2BR, Some utilities paid
No pets $250/ month
767-9037
2BR duplex Central KA,
good location, appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR , duplex Appliances
lease No pets
1815 Ridgewood 425/mo
753-7457
water
2BR.. garage,
Deposit & lease required
$275/ mo 753-8355
2BR , near MSU, central
H/A, Washer/ dryer furnished, furniture optional
Coleman RE 759-4118
4BR, 2 bath on Diuguid
Available now Coleman
RE 759-4118
AVAILABLE immediately
182 bedroom apts Also 1
bedroom handicap accessible apt Apply at Mur-Cal
Apts 902 Northwood Dr
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
BRADLEY Apts. Has openings: 3br, 1 bath. Approx.
1,000sq. ft. Located on
campus behind Bradley
Book Company. New carpet, C/H/A. $375/ month.
Also available, 1 br with
new carpet. $250/ month_
759-4696 or 435-4632

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

For the best possible prices
since 1958....

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

Wiggins Furniture

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5• Sat. 9-4

One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery •753-4566

Office

r.Tz.Ttrr

Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

Meta( Roofing

&minus
Opportunity

EXCELLENT PROFITS
Log Home Wholesalers.
Join proven 18 year Log
Manufacturer, 16 Kiln-dried
log styles starting $12,190.
Exclusive territory. Mr.
TECHNICIAN,
Buck 800-321-5647. Old
Regular Full-Time KATE,
Timer
Log Homes.
College of Education, Murray State University. Posi- OWN Your Own $1 00
tion to begin July 1, 2000. Store or choose apparel.
QUALIFICATIONS : Ex- shoe, western wear, linpertise in Microsoft Office gerie, bridal, gift. Includes
applications, HTML, web
inventory, fixtures, buying
page development softtraining. Minimum
trip,
ware including FrontPage
and Netscape Communi- investment $19.900. Call
cator, data-base software, Liberty. 501-327-8031.
graphics software, and
web-related plugins and
Computers
development applications
is required. Must have
knowledge of current education technology and proven ability to communicate
with educators. Willingness to work with university and public school educators on implementing instructional technology is
required. Must be able to
trouble school and provide
technical assistance for
educators and for profes
sional development activities on and offsite via ITV.
RESPONSIBILITIES: Development of web-based
instructional materials.
Must provide technical assistance and coding of online courses and instructional web pages. Development and implemention
of staff development plan
for College of Education
faculty. Assist with the implementation of education
technology initiative sponsored by KATE and provide technical assistance
fro KATE activities, and
training
to
provide
schools/districts. COE faculty and students.
APPLICATION DEADLINE: June 30, 2000.
TO APPLY: Send resume
and three letters of recommendation to : Brenda C.
Nix, Search Committee,
Kentucky Academy Of
Technology Education.
Murray State University,
215 Special Education
Building, Murray KY,
42071-3340. Equal education and employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA employer.

$2500, OBO
352-357-7847

COMPUTERS!
Credit
problems OK. Only 499.
down! $49.96 for 24
months! Call today. We
finance your future, not
Highest
past!
your
approval rate. 800-704HOUSECLEANING!
8901.
Reasonable Rates
753-1016
DELL Computers... Built to
MOTHER Of 2 seeking Order. Pentium III availCDA certification. Will sit able. Resolved credit probwith 3-4yr. olds. Preschool lems OK! $O down. low
monthly payment- 0 A.G.
curriculum provided. Call
Open 7 days. Limited time,
759-2385.
WILL clean offices, homes, free interent access- most
800-477-9016.
shops, and churches Call areas.
Code MA24. www.omcso753-8102
lutions.com
WILL sit with elderly anytime Experienced, excellent references
Call 436-5739
100

KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware, Software,
Upgrades & Free
Estimates. Mid-West
Internet. On 121S.
436-5933.
9a.m.-7p.m.
Mon-Sat.
Visa) Mastercard.
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556
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for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

%TAU/A
MOS. MMES
W000000000000000000000022

150
Articles
For Sale

Farm Equipment

STEEL BUILDING SALE:
5,000 + sizes. 40x60x14
$9,094;
50x75x 14
50x100x16
$12,275;
60x100x16
$16,879;
$18,261.
Mini-storage
buildings, 40x160, 32 units,
$16,914. Free brochures.
www.sentinelbuildings.com
Sentinel Buildings, 800327-0790, extension 79.

GREAT Plains drill. Very
good. 14 row AC no till
planter. 10ft roller brillion,
lift J.D. Disc. 7 shank
chisel plow. 21ft field cultivator with Harrow. 300
Bushel gravity wagon.
492-8790 after 6p.m.

STRAW for sale $2 bale
Call 489-2436 if no answer,
leave message
SUMMER Clearance Sale'
Arch Steel buildings- Save
thousands on select sizes20x30, 25x36, 30x32.
40x80. Others. Great workshops/ garages. Call 800341-7007.
www.steelmasterusa.corn

220

Are you Looking
For A New Home?

EXTRA Nice 2br, 1l;2 bath
townhouse All appliances
included 1 year lease 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905
EXTRA nice duplex, 2br. 1
bath, whirlpool tub, shower
washer/dryer. central HA.
dishwasher, garage, large
deck Lease and deposit
required
753-5719

2BR
1 bath storage
shed, no pets references
Kirksey Hwy Joyce
270-898-2340

3BR, Brick 2 car attached
garage Stove, refrigerator
& w/d hook up No pets
Lease & deposit required
$525imo 436-2113
9TH St
3br, 2 bath $495 mo
-4. security No dogs
View
FORREST
270-474-2520
Apartments 1213 N 16th IN Gatesboroughl 3br, 21 2
St. now accepting applica
Den
baths, LA. DR
lions for 2br townhouses. 3.000sq
ft
Hardwood
basic rent $305/ month floors, two fireplaces &
Office Hours, 10- 2, M-F more No pets $900emo
Equal
Call 753-1970
753-8251
Housing Opportunity.
SPACIOUS 3br, 2 bath
LARGE 2br Duplex Nice Brick Gas heat Central
private area, very clean A/C Large garage & yard
Off the street parking
In nice neighborhood
753-8588
$650 Available Aug 1st
LARGE 2br, 2 bath Newly
489-2741
remodeled W'D hook up
360
11?2 blocks from MSU
I
Storage Rentals
$395/ month plus deposit
References required
753-3949- Days,
759-3050- Nights
NICE 1-2, 3br apts or '3-46t7
house W/D, furnished,
near
MSU
753-1252
before 5pm 753-0606 after
119 Main • 753-6266
5pm
NOW Available. 11t2 blocks
from Campus. 1 or 2br CREEKVIEW STORAGEapts for rent with w/d hook $20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
up Some pets OK $265/
759-4081
month plus deposit 489-

EASTSIDE

LJ

STORAGE

NORTHWOOD
storage
2850. leave message.
QUIET Area 1br, 1 bath presently has units availCaps heat & air. All appli- able 753-2905 or 753ances included 1 year 7536
WAREHOUSE SPACE
lease, 1 month deposit No
For Lease in Hopkinsville
pets Call 753-2905
Prices begin at ten cets
RED OAKS APTS.
per square foot per month
Special
We can transport your
$100 Deposit
goods to and from our
1BR From $280
warehouse from anywhere
2BR From $325
in Murray for $75 per load
Call Today!
Call 270-885-8711
753-8668
THREE bedroom/1 5 bath
townhome for immediate
lease It has been cleaned,
painted & carpet cleaned
$585/mo with one year
lease & no pets Well maintained & ample parking
Call Lynda or Travers at
Grey's Properties
759-2001
TWO bedroom/1.5 bath
townhome for immediate
lease. It has been cleaned,
painted,
and
carpet
cleaned $450/mo with one
year lease & no pets. Well
maintained & ample parking. Call Lynda or Travers
at Grey's Properties ..
759-2001
WOW!
No waiting list!
Southside Manor Apts
1.2,&.3br apts
Section 8 housing.
753-8221
EHO

LARGE BEDROOM in
pleasant home. Share
large living room, kitchen,
& bath, w/cl, cable tv. Walk
to Hospital - or down town
industry. $190 plus deposit
of S125 Utilities included
753-9211
340
Houses For Rent

FOR all your recording
needs Sunray Recording
Studio Now open by
appointment only.
For information
436-5362 or 435-4619

TANNING bed. Half bed,
new
bulbs for sale.
$250.00.
A ADV TISING Antiques. Also
electric
organ.
Collectibles, toys. Cash $150_00
paid. 759-3456.
Call 753-8102.
ANTIQUES, Collectibles, TRACTORS Sale or lease,
14X70 1980 Patriot. 3br., 1
Furniture and Primitives. 1998 Peterbilt 379, 2- 1999
bath, Central gas heat.
We Will Buy 1 Piece or Volvo's 610 Balance of 3elec. air. $5000. Phone
Entire Estates. Call
year warranty on Volvo's
759-4120 after 6PM.
753-3633.
Call Irvan or Tony at
14X70 2br, 2 bath
CASH paid for good, used Ivanhoe Transportation
Recently remodeled Call
rifles, shotguns, and pis- 800-682-6302
437-4854 or 759-2300
tols. Benson Sporting UPHOLSTERY & Drapery
1985 Fleetwood 14x70
Goods, 519 S. 12th, fabricsUnbelievable
2br., 1 bath. new front &
Murray
prices! $6.00- $18 99 per
back porch. 14x14 storage
yard. Tapestry- ChenilleC/H/A. W.D.
building
150
velvet- animal print- floral &
Articles
dishwasher.
stove.
more! Carpet World. USA,
For Sale
$12,700. 759-5911. leave
Puryear, TN.
message.
DRYER For Sale $75 Call
759-5658
HM & Sons Mobile Horne
NEW Hot-Tub $1800
Mover. 18yrs. experience.
270-527-5540
Licensed and insured in
Kentucky and Illinois
437-3939
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
RELOCATING
PRO-SHOP MANAGER
16x70 1992 Clayton
MURRAY RECREATION ASSOCIATION
Excellen condition
(OAKS COUNTRY CLUB)
Time
Full
WANTED:
$16,900 345-2283
Worker for cattle operation
OWNER/MANAGER
duties include Operating
The Murray Recreation Association is seeking a manager
tractor and hay equipment,
for the pro-shop. This is a business opportunity for a qualHomes For Rent
moving hay. feeding cattle,
ified person/persons to be self-employed in a great workworking cattle as needed,
ing environment.
maintenance fences, mowPlease send an application letter and resume to'
NEWLY decorated. new
ing yard, bush hog work.
The Murray Recreation Association
carpet Nice private lot 7
Must have cattle experic/0 Jim Keel - Search Committee Chairman
miles east of Murray Call
P.O. Box 622
ence and provide referLinty Beane residence
Murray. KY 42071
ences If interested call
435-2582..
270-492-8527 or 615-833Applications must be received by July 15, 2000 to he
NICE 2br, Mobile home
3131 or fax personal info
considered for this position.
No pets 753-9866
615-833-9661
to.

houses For RUM

330
Rooms For Rent

Musical

14X50 1 or 2 br. ref ngera
tor & stove included
$150000 753-0062 after
5:00
14X55 2br., partially furnished, appliances furnished. Has to be moved
Cheap! 759-1066

Apartments For Rent

2 (3br) Houses Gas heat
consider rent to own
753-4109

FLEETWOOD STONERIDGE LIMITED
64X28 (A17)

3BR_, 1 bath Panorama
Shores. Available July 1st
$395/mo
2br, 1 bath $300.'mo
Available July 1st
3br., 2 bath. Available
August 1st. $495/mo
Call 759-5073.
4BR, Appliances C/H/A. 1
block from MSU. $650
month 753-9636

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
Pets & Supplies
AKC registered Boxer puppies Ready to go
753-0117
DOG Obedience
Master Trainer
436-2858
Retriever
GOLDEN
Puppies
AKC, $200
Available nowt 901-6420108
POMERANIAN Puppies
Variety of colors $200
270-522-6865
REG. English Setter puppies "Tricky Dick" champion blood line S200 Call
270-247-5222
Livestock & Supplies
OLDER Gentle Leopard
Alp Quarter horse Good
trail horse $800 436-5508

Yard Sales

YARD
SALE
(First Time)
3195 St. Rt. 121
South corner of
121 and Lynnwood
Estates
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. till ?
Name brand men &
women's clothes,
household items

CLASSIFIED

3 Bedroom, 2 Baths, Master Bedroom Retreat,
Chestnut Cabinets, 40 gallon water heater, side by
side refrigerator w Iice, thermopane windows,
zone 3 insulation, porcelain sinks, glamour bath
and more!Air Conditioning installed,
includes concrete runners not pads.

Only

43

Plus
Taal

CLASSIFIED

WAREVOUSE

SALE'
Friday, June 23
Saturday, June 24

Carpet Rolls

HURRY! REBATE
ENDS JUNE 30TH:
FLEETWCOD.

$7Q& Up

Take advanta0e of the
HOT Sizzlin' Prices
Last Holt SALE of the Summer

slAUIFS WA.lie/NIA
w(+site for details wwwodarkshros.com
Open V1'eeknights til it p.m.
2 Miles North of Renton. KY on Hwy.641

527-1451 - 1-800-455-3001

1-901-498-8161
13395 Hwy. 641 N.• Puryear. TN.
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ljfard Sales

Yard Salm

MOVING
SALE
(Multi-Family)
301 N. 4th
June 23 & 24
7 a.m. - 3 p.m
Furniture,
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tiller,

aquariums,
tools,
doors, lighting, grills,
baskets, collectibles,
glassware, books,
clothes, Christmas,
household

NEED
SOME EXTRA
SPACE?
Place an ad with.
MURRAY

LEDGER & TIMES
753-1916

3 FAMILY
YARD SALE

more

GARAGE SALE

YARD SALE

546 Radio Rd.
Almo
Fri. & Sat.
7:30 a.m. - ?

1400 Vine
Back Carport Sale
Friday
a.m. - Noon
Couch. loveseat
$150 OBO, finger
lamps, dresser
w/mirror $70, kitcher
items, clothes (baby
size 7 women's)
& misc.

Fri. 23 & Sat. 24
8 a.m.-?
Clothes, outdoor
equipment, fishing
equipment & much

Beanies.
Holiday
Barbies & other collectabIes. clothes newborn & up, woodcrafts
Items
too
numerous to mention.

753-4215

YARD SALE
(5 Family)
21 Nottingham
Lane
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Both Days
Baby items, dishes,
toys, clothes (all
sizes), too
many
items to mention.

GIANT
MOVING SALE
Out 94 East 1 mile
to Knight Rd.,
turn left, 1st brick
on right.
Friday Only
7 a.m. - ?
Antiques, crafts,
collectables,
Beanie Babies.
everything

Corner of 16th &
Poor Farm Rd

7

CARPORT
SALE
11
IS YOUR
MERCHANDISE
BLENDING IN?
Place an ad with...

MURRAY

LEDGER & TIME
753-1916

Rain or Shine
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - ?
1665 Calloway
Ave.
Toys, children's
clothes, household
items, misc.

BACKYARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

YARD
SALE

1668 Ryan Ave.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.

(3 Party)
Go 94 West
156 Haynes
Creek Dr.
Murray, KY
June 22, 23, 24
7 a.m. until Dark
Something for
everybody'

Friday Only
94E off of Oaks
Country Club Rd.
on Oakwood Circle
Infant boy clothes.
household items
lots of goodies for
everyone

7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Antiques. collectables, boat. motor
trailer, glassware
lot of everything

SELL OUT!

YARD
SALE
Ii

17
201 N. 12th
Fri. & Sat.
CARPORT
SALE
1401 Henry
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Army clothes, Jenny
Lind bed, sleighs, compactor, tires, bicycles.
shoes. 3-drawer chest,
Christmas tree, plants,
dishes, coolers & etc.

Advertise
your
yard sale
in the
classifieds!

MURRAY

LEDGER & TIMES
753-1916
YARD SALE
(3 Family)
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - Noon
1/2 mi. past East
Y on 94 E
2 refrigerators.
furniture, tools,
fishing equip., stereo,
adult & children's
clothing. toys & lots
of misc

YARD
SALE
208 A. North 13th
Fri. & Sat.
7:00 a.m.
Clothes, toys,
shoes, stepping
machine, t.v.,
Christmas items,
etc.

GARAGE
SALE
1320 Main St.
Friday 8 a.m.
Movie videos, CD's.
bath spa. glassware,
kitchenware, toys,
John Deere riding
mower, baskets, pictures. placemats &
napkins, 8 pc complete set Christmas
dishes & shoes

YARD SALE
Virtrir
,
..7.....
r
ealS20y • 4•411•V,̀

TAKE IN EXTRA CASH
VA IR ID SA LIE
635 S. 4th St. across from Bunny Bread
Fri. & Sat.. June 23 & 24 • 8 a.m. NO EARLY SALES
2 couches, loveseat, recliner, area rugs. video cabinet, bar stools, speakers, lots of household items,
kitchen items. Christmas dishes. sm. appliances,
Home Interior decor. sm. fish aquarium, educational
felt boards & pieces, many nice adult books, children's books & lots of toys, baby items, movies, cassettes & CD's, purses & jewelry, men's clothing (XL),
women's plus, infant clothing, girls to 3T and boys to
size 6 and much, much more! Clothes are in good
condition & everything is priced to sell! There is
something here for everyone. .Don't miss this sale!

400

Yard Sales

Hwy. 94E to Post
Oak at Eastside
Storage Bldg.
Friday
7 a.m. - ?
Furniture - new &
used toys - odds &
ends: Something
for everyone.

rim or
reLOOKING'
SPACE FOR.
VC"'

YARD SALE
603 Lee St.
Woodgate Subd.
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m. - Noon
Boy's clothes size
4-7, girl's size 3-5,
men's clothes,
household items,
child's bike seat,
toys and more.

YARD SALE
1407 Fleetwood
Dr.
Campbell Estates
Fri. & Sat.
June 23 & 24
7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
BarbieS, other
toys, men's,
women's clothing.
misc, items for
house.

Yard Sales

YARD SALE
June 22, 23, 24
7 a.m. - ?
821 Glendale Rd.
Mikasa crystal, oak
pedestal
table,
Apple printer, furnichildren's
ture,
clothes, women's
clothes, telescope,
2 CB radios.

PUBLIC AUCTION
Friday, June 23rd, 2000• 10:00 a.m.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, KY. From Murray,
KY take 94 West to Lynn Grove. From Mayfield, KY take Hwy.
121 So. through Coldwater to Hwy. 1836 South. Follow to auction. Signs posted.
Beautiful 4 piece bedroom sUite - 3 piece cherry bedroom suite - other
nice bedroom suites - like new sls ref. freezer - (2) upright freezers electric cook stove - microwave oven - dryer - (2) nice maple rockers other old rockers - color iv. - knee hole desk - nice electric sewing
machine - maple lamp tables - glass top lamp tables & coffee table small maple drop leaf table - child's rocker - older goose neck platfonn
rocker - nice maple round dining table with 6 hi-back chairs - large wood
dining table & 6 chairs - small wood breakfast set - cedar chest - wicker rocker - nice table lamps & floor lamps - like new baby bed - nice hidabed sofa - other couches & chairs - 2 loveseats - computer desk & chair
- 20+ good clean old quilts - clean bedspreads & blankets - sheets fancy needlework -(2)nice showcases,(1)48" long 28" wide and 4'tall
with beaded trim - nice countertop showcase - some old glass & china pictures & frames - 220 air conditioner - personal paper shredder - card
table - office desk & chair - flatware - pots & pans - small kitchen appliances - stone pieces - cast iron items - electric fans - we will start on a
large lot of antiques & collector hand & garden tools - wrenches - lawn
chairs - push mower - car ramps - like new 6-12 battery charger - step
ladder - bicycles - storm doors. This will be an all day auction of good
clean items. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. Auction
held rain or shine. For more information and your auction needs phone
435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. 41281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, June 24th •9:00 a.m.
At the home of Mr. & Mrs. Norman Austey
1110 East Blythe Street • Paris, TN
From courtsquare in Paris take Eastwood to Hwy. 79 east. Go one block to
Lone Oak Street, follow to Monroe & Blythe. Signs posted on Hwy. 79.

COLLECTIBLES,PARTIAL LISTING

ANTIQUES,
Oak icebox with a "Jealous Husband Door" • 1905 "Eddy Ice Box" chest tyr.
24"x48"x32" original • wood grain paint • round top trunk •"Fireman's Chair- •
oak "Hired Man's Bed- • oak desk with plank bottom chair •4 old side ch,61- •
old work table • Old wooden highchair • four children's chairs • Hitchock
vanity bench • quantity old wooden ware•oil lamps. including Alladin • old mc
bles •collection blue stoneware•quantity "Speas" vinegar jars• baskets• licensL.
plates • old advertising signs and oil cans •Coca-Cola porcelain signs & painted
signs • Prestone antifreeze thermometer • store display Case knife case • collector knives • quantity. griswald ironware •chalk figurines •"Transport- airplane •
50 cast iron seats •old wooden sled•collection of schoolhouse hells• bronze finengine bells • 2-43 iron dinner bells • 1-42 iron dinner bells • 2 small anvil,•
wooden and tin advertising boxes•cast iron door stops • 2 pedal tractors •(phi! I
tity old toys, Buddy L. trucks including World War II army truck in original ho
• collection of 60 new tractors in boxes• glass nest eggs •6 Dazey chums • glas,
fishing floats • quantity yellow Coca-Cola crates and bottles • porch swing •
wheels 2 sets of 4 official Soap Box Derby • large quantity good stoneware •old
saws • copper engraving plates • stone and glass of whiskey jugs • old planes,
foot adj.. wheelwright measuring tool • iron buggy weights • cast iron to cap
pistols • Springfield World War 11 training rifle •antique long crank shot •turkey
calls•fishing reels • railroad lantern several • Buddy L. trucks•Germany Money
pictUre w/heautiful oak frame • large lots of flat irons • wind up metal trains 12)
• 1902 Winchester walnut Stick 22 rifle • 16 other old long guns • woodsvorking
tools • old wrenches and tools • Griswold tobacco cutter • Griswald mail hos •
old bean scales.
Selling because of health reasons. lust too much to list. Lots of collectibles and
E-Bay items. Lots of antiques and vintagefurniture. Somethingfor everyone.
Don't'miss this sale.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. Auction held rain or shine.

For more information and your auction needs phone 270-435-4144.
Dan Miller or Darrell Beane
Tenn. Auctioneers #1281 Firm #2333 Tem Paschall - kentuck Auctioneer

DAN MILLER'S AUCTION SERVICE
Murray, KY •(270)435-4144

REAL ESTATE AUCTION

L

Ferndale( Lease 1

PRICE REDUCED AGAIN'
11 TRACTS OF LAND
13 acres fenced with
7-12 Acres per tract
pond
3800 sq t1 2 story
Property located off of Hwy
iog home 60x30 finished
94E onto Hwy 1551, Old
shop
120x50 barn with
Shiloh Rd Redbud Lane &
riding arena 3 other outproposed new Hwy 80 For
[Lake
buildings 6 miles east of
more information please
Property
Murray
view property, review postPhone Day 270-753-1844
ed data then please call
TENNESSEE
Lake M-F
270-441-2253.
Bargain- 3 acres witn boat 270-753-7687
weekends &
slip 524.900 Beautifully evenings
wooded,
spectacular
TENNESSEE Mini-farm
views, with access to crysminutes from Murray
tal clear mtn lake next to 18 20
hole golf course, Paved 4br, 3 bath Split level with 11 2 Story. Newly remodroads, utilities soils tested cedar siding, 12 acres pas- eled 3br. 2 bath home
Low, low financing. Call tureJ woods Extra garage, Large deck & 2 car carport
LMS 800-704-3154 ext walk out basement, quality Must See' $74,000. 753extras Call
8908. 435-4446
6041.
901-247-3328
1520 CANTERBURY Very
440
nice, large 2 story, 4br.
Lots For Sale
FOR rent 15 acres barn,
pond 4 miles north of
Murray S300/mo
901-664-4808 or
901-668-4065

Price reduced Immediate

Acmes

possession
436-5922
1719 Keenland
2-3 bedroom brick, 1 1/2
bath, carport, central heat
and air. nice neighborhood.
$79,900 Call 753-2585

7 mi South, 121 1 acre
3,300, also 5ac 8,800 12-15 acres for sale in
Terms 200
.dn
Kirksey 759-0289 after
753-5731/EVE
6 00 PM
LOTS for sale Starling at
$11,000 Price includes
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838

CLASSIFIEDI

MURRAY Estates
Lots for sale,
270-435-4487,
1-888-673-0040
WOODED Lot approx 1 5
acres 759-4166

Global Mortgage Link

YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history

WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down

Farms For Sale
COMFORTABLE
Farm
home 25 acres, rich land
$67,000 Terms. 753-9302

•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

Refer to Ad #22 and ask for Gerry Puckett.
753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

AUCTION SALE
Saturday. June 24 • 10:00 a.m.
At Henry Auction House
in Henry Tenn.
Selling antiques and collectables. We
have a lot of good old furniture of all
kinds, old stoneware, lot of glass, old
primitives, oak fireplace mantel, old
goat wagons, old ironware, Roseville,
Hull, McCoy. We have 2 big loads coming from out of state. Don't know what
will be in it. Come stay all day.

BEECHAM'S AUCTION SERVICE
Henry, Tenn.
Gary S. Beecham and Son Auctioneers
Lic. No. 471 Firm 1561
Ph. 901-243-4811 or 243-4882

460
Noma For Safi
28R. 1 bath Duplex Good
rental history Great neighborhood $68.500
753-6870
28R. 1 bath. C/H/A in town.
$32,000. 489-6186.
2BR, 2 bath House for
sale. 10ft Ceilings, hardwood floors. Gas fireplace,
appliances
included.
$59.000. 112 North 10th.
Call 759-4407.
3 or 4 br,, older home in
town with 2 baths, C/H/A
with gas heat and one car
garage $46,000
753-4582 day.
759-4718 night

REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Friday, June 30th, 2000•6:00 p.m.
Directions: 641 North from Murray to Coles Campground
Road. Left on Coles Campground Road to Wells Purdom
Road. Right on Purdom Road to Walston Road, left on
Walston Road then right on Stonecrest Drive. See auction
signs.

•

Offering for auction this beautiful house only minutes from town. The house features a living room w/fireplace, family room, kitchen, dining room,4

bedrooms,
3-1/2 baths, utility room and 3 car garage. Call today to see this special house
on approx. 1 acre lot. This is a must see property in a country setting.

Terms: 10% down date of sale, balance in 30 days with passing of deed.

Terry Paschall Real Estate
Terry Paschall Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller - Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144
Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn 41281 Firm 2333
My Service Doesn t Cost It Pays

REAL ESTATE & PERSONAL PROPERTY AUCTION
Saturday, July 1st, 2000 • 11:00 a.m.
At Mr. Robert Amato home. From Murray, KY take 94
East
approx. 3.5 miles to auction. Watch for auction sign.

Saturday, July 1st, 2000• 10:00 a.m.
YARD SALE
(Huge 6 Family)
5716 St. Rt. 94 West
Fri. & Sat. 7 a.m. -?
Indiana carnival glass (blue), new garbage disposal. Revereware. china, loads of crafts &
supplies (Kay Derby's), old oak rocker, plus
size clothes, big selection of craft wood. 100's
of bundles of white slats 2--2-1/2" wide by 7'
long, air brad nailers starting at $36 95, brads
3/8" & 3/4" (pkg. of 5,000 $6.95). bedding &
misc household items.

YARD SALE
PLUS SIZE CLOTHING SALE
907 Apt. D. Hillwood Dr. (behind Cain's
Auto Dealership)
Thurs., June 22 - 3 p.m.-7 p.m.
Fri.. June 23 - 8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Sat.. June 24 - ?
Assortment of women's plus size clothing 18W-

32W, sofa, loveseat, recliner, coffee table,
Southwest decor vases, pictures, tapestries.
cactus, baskets, kitchen trinkets, washer &
dryer (make appointment at sale)

•

A

From Murray. KY take Hwy. 94 East to Hwy. 280, 5103
Speakers Trail near Panarama Shores. Follow 280 to auction.
The farm home of the late Mrs. Laurine McCuiston.

This log hotisc that has approx. 900 sq. ft. of living space setting on 14.7197

acres of land with good timber that has never been cut. The appliances and
furniture will he sold with house. This is a perfect weekend getaway. Within
a mile of Kentlick% Lake, house sets at south end of 14 acre tract. Lot of road
frontage for building lots. Approx. 800' highway frontage.
Terms: 1 5ridown day of auction. balance in 30 days with passing of deed.

Offering for sale completely rebuilt luxury home setting on 2.77
acres
with mature shade. House offers 3 large bedrooms, 2 baths,
living room
and family room, kitchen and dining room in approximately 2,700
sq. ft.
of living area. 2 car detached garage with paved driveway. The
upstairs
features the master suite with separate TV lounge and private bath.
Oak
is featured throughout the house. House has 2 heat pump/AC systems.
Open House Held Friday, June 23 and Tuesday, June 27
from S p.m. - 7p.m.
House Offered Al 12 Noon July 1st
Call today for appointment to see this superb home.
Terms: 10% down date of sale. balance in 30 days with passing of deed.

For more information phone...

Any house built pnor to 1978 may contain lead based paint Make your inspections pnor to sale
You
will he asked to sign a 10 day post inspection waiver for lead based paint hazards
Detailed list of person.il property in next week's paper.

Terry Paschall Real Estate
Terry Paschall Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller - Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144

Terry Paschall Real Estate
Terry Paschall Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller - Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Licensed & Bonded in Ky & Tenn #1281 Firm 2333
"My Service Doesn't Cost It Pays

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
530

i

llitarifor

2210 Gatesborough
3br 2 bath, living room,
family room, large kitchen,
sun porch 2400 square
feet, fireplace new stove,
dishwasher, furnace, councarpet
tertops,
and
$105,000 Call 753-0323

Used Cars

LIKE to
relocate
to
Mayfield/ 3br house. Ig
kitchen, detached garage
fenced yard, waterfall
pond Sedalia School Dist
$70,000 Call 328-8600
LOVELY 4 bedroom, 2 full
baths 3200sqtt home on a
beautiful 105x190 land3/ 4BR 3 Car Garage
scaped lot Features 2 1/2
Satellite, North District
garage, hardwood floors,
$79,900 Call
large kitchen, study, dining
767-1359- Days
room, large utility room,
759-0072- Evenings
3BR , 1 bath brick, C/H/A fenced lot huge front
See at 700 S 9th St porch, large deck in back,
Asking 69K Call 762-0256 central heat & air Close to
university Owner relocat3BR , 2 bath Close to
ing- Must Sell' Shown by
Kenlake. 525.900. 474appt
only
753-9876
8626 (TN) 931-721-3575
$110,000
4BR, 11/2 bath 11,2 acre
SPACIOUS Older home
lot in Kirksey. $60000
New roof, 112 bath Shop
489-6186
with covered prkg 10
4BR , 2 bath. 14 acres acres, 6 miles North of
565.000. 2885 Coopetown Murray $69,900 Call
Rd Coldwater
759-9189
Call 270-489-2002
5 acre parcel in restricted
development w/ existing
3br house. Robertson Rd
1984 Harley Davidson
South. 753-9250
Super Glide
5BR Brick 2 car garage 3 1340CC
acres, 5 years old. Day- Black, perfect condition
753-9356 ask for Amy. $8,000 435-4237 after
6pm
Night- 901-247-5277
BEAUTIFUL
Brick
Rancher. 3br, 2 bath. 2 car
garage, floored
attic.
OH/A, w/d, fenced, mature
trees. Oaks Estates by
Oaks
Country
Club.
5111,750.
759-4627
BY Owner. 3br, 1 bath.
Carport on 1 acre. NE of
Murray. Home is ready to
move into. $52,500. obo.
759-9377, 636-296-6014,
CHARMING Cottage for
sale due to relocation.
Unfinished, oak framed.
post and beam On one
acre, built 1996. Best offer
over 37K. Call 489-6108
COTTAGE Home near
park 307 N. 8th St
Remodeled 3br, 2 bath.
Fireplace, under $79,000
By owner 217-586-7089.
COUNTRY. Quiet in town.
3br. 2 bath brick. LR, FR,
Bonus room 1627 Loch
Lomond. $102,000
759-8888.

Wily Vehicles
87 Ford Bronco II good
condition $2495
753-2084

ices Offered

1990 Eagle Talon turbo
AWD $3500 See at 1511
Belmont 753-5167
1993 PLYMOUTH Acclaim
53,xxx miles 1 owner
$5000 obo 759-5068
1997 TOYOTA Camry.
49,xxx miles, sunroof,
spoiler Excellent condition
753-9305
2000 FORD Taurus SE
Loaded. V-6, 27,xxx miles
Hunter Green $14,900
270-247-5265
96 Accord LX Auto, 4 cyl
92K th.ry miles under warranty $9200 OBO 7599317 or 395-8353 Ext. 227
FORD '92 Taurus Wagon
LX, tow pkg all power,
155k, good cond $3900
OBO 753-0071 .
MUST See to appreciate
1997 Chrysler LHS 66,xxx
miles. Warranty to 75.xxx
miles All power, CD,
leather 753-4497,
559-2304
NEED A Car/
But have no credit or bad
credit' That's OK "We Tote
The Note" If you have a
reasonable down payment
& a valid driver's license.
we will put you into a car
today' Buy. Sale or Trade
Come by & see what we've
got.
Nationwide Auto Sales.
624N. 4th St , Murray, KY.
759-0780

Cassels

CD IR 5A IL IF_

GRAVEL & top soil for sale
We also build driveway &
roads
270-437-4838
HANDYWORKi odd lobs
wanted. No lob too small
Give us a call. Yes we paint
'louses Phone.
436-5759 or 753-2388
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed &
Insured Luke Lamb
270-753-2555
1-877-902-5262

Idlewiid camper, white fiberglass. sleeps 4 best fits
El Camino Chevrolet or Ranchero Ford trucks
Classic Has refrigerator, furnace, cooktop etc Can
•=ei-r, at 1500 Glendale Road or call 759-5751

BROOM
1978 VIP Ski Boat 151/2ft
To- Hull Cloth top 75hp
Johnson
Runs good
Asking $1475 492-8247
1996 20tt Weldcratt boat
w/ 40hp Mariner motor.
$3500.00 Call after 6.30
474-2780

I

530
Services Offered

DECKS, Roofing, Viny
Siding Quality Work Free
Estimates Over 25 Years
Experience.
Gerald
Walters. 753-2592

Lawnmower &
Tiller Ready?
Cecil McLeod's
Small Engine Repair
Pickup/delivery
753-9814

ELECTRICAL
New construction
remodeling, or lust replacing a switch
Licensed & Insured
753-0834

MOODY'S Mower Repair
Pick Up & Deliver
753-5668

We're Rolling Out
the Carpet for You!
Serving The Area For 27 Years
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

• Carpet • Vinyl • Hardwood
• Laminate Flooring
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

JOE SMITH CARPET
U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray •753-6660
Protect Your Number One Investment

"CASH IN A FLASH"
Loans On Anything Of Value
We Tote The Note Auto Sales

PAPERHANGING

1987 Chevrolet Red, 1/2 Ton Swb
S4.750.New motor & transmission
1983 Chevrolet. 1,2 Ton. 350 motor
Taking bids

ReaRsaotenas ble\
Helpful Advice

Free Estimates - Trustworthy

NEW To Area
Lawn and Garden tilling
Custom box blade work
Bush hogging post hole
drilling
Light backhoe
work References upon
Glen
Call
request
Reynolds
270-436-6332
Cell- 270-619-5076
PAINTING, Roofing. Vinyl
Siding and Concrete Work
Harris Family
270-474-0107,
270-354-8216
PERSONAL Touch
Home & Lawn Care
Fencing, Mowing,
Landscaping 753-5904
PRESSURE Washing'
Commercial & Residential
Murray Pressure Wash
See our ad in the
Yellow Pages 759-8993
RICK'S Roofing & Repairs
Shingles, flat roofs & metal
roofs Free estimates
270-437-4559
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
Travis Asphalt
Sealing
*Driveways
*Parking lots
*Striping
FREE ESTIMATES
753-2279
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatch
ing, aeration, overseeding
&
fertilization,
bed
mulching Free Estimates
759-9609
WATSON ROOFING
New roofs, repairs, and
tearoffs 'Call for estimates
1-901 -644-9969

I..
I..
I.
S.
I'
S.

S.
9

IS

In Stock Over 50,000 Sq. Ft.
•Cement Boards
•Grouts II Mortars
1824 State Route 121 N.
Murray, KY 42071
Hrs:8 a.m.-3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. • Sat By Appt
l'hone/Fax 270-753-8087

JELD Lawncare
and
Landscaping
•Scheduled Mowing • Weed Control &
7'
• Aerating & Seeding • Mulching
• Shrub Care • Gutter Cleaning
• Hedge rimming • Dirt Work
• New Yard Preparation
• Power Overseeding • Top Soil - 11'111 la I I
- Free Estimates Call (270) 354-9489 or (270)210-1022

'99.95

753-7113

9:00 a in

imialled Iii
Home'

\l flu

•, EL TV

•••
Come s,w11.-• .11
408 N. 12th St.

David's Home Improvement
• Replace rotten or water dan,,i,;, •
• Install braces & floor joists or':':'
for sagging or weak floors.
• Replace or repair water and di i
• Install moisture barriers.
P/us...all other home impruv,

me Column

David Gallimore, Owner

BLUE Eyed Husky Wet
Puppies 7wks old Free'
Call 759-3214
FREE to good home Black
female kitten Very playful
and cute as a button
Loves kids 753-1591
FREE to good home
Lab/Dane mix 762-0256
FREE: Kittens with food
759-85%.

Free EstInic-ites

901-247-5422
I ,,mb _13r-c,ther'

—Moving—
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured

7534931

1-877-902-5262 • 1-270- 753-25.3.";

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

Saturday, June 24, 2000 - 10 a.m.
Paul Smith has retired and is moving to Florida creating the
opportunity for you to own his complete shop collection of a
wide range of electrical tools, shop tools, hand tools and construction equipment.
Just to list a few; 8' x 15' car hauler type dual axle trailer
with hand wench •stack of new brick • 2 bag motorized mortar mixer • 2 kerosene heaters • 2 sets of scaffolds with set
of wheels • 4 scaffold boards • aluminum siding saw table
and break • Coleman powermate 5000 watt electric generator • several routers and routing bits • ladders • air nailing
and staple guns • 10" Craftsman cut off saw • 10" Craftsman
table saw • 2 commercial air compressors • Chicago 5/8'
chuck drill press • cleat gun • 12" Craftsman band saw • 6
cubic foot wheel barrow • 12" wood turning lathe with knives
• shaper and table • molding set blades • dado blades •
Freud adjustable blades • Craftsman electric wood shaper •
electric motors • 3 phase motor • bench grinder • Pattern
pistol • gun and hopper for finish work • pathograph • 100's
of fittings • soldering guns • 8 HP F36"B master concrete
finishing machine • 3 ton chain hoist • electrical wire of
many gages • router wood lathe • cordless tools • 150000
BTU Ready heater • stack tool box • pipe and c-clamps •
Wagner "404" PLUS" Power painter • hinge setter • cabinet
parts • hand truck • post driver • masonry tools • chain
saws • shop vac • several log chains.
Antiques: Coke chest type drink box • Victrola • Firestone
record player • solid oak doors with glass • square Oak table
• old electric meter base • Duncan Hines refrigerator • old
violin • 4'show care • Hamilton high back pump organ • old
trunks • church pews.
Lawn & Garden; Lawn mower • 12 HP 38" cut Murray riding mower •8 HP mulching machine • Gilson tiller with new
motor.
Household Items; bedroom suite • many, very nice
Christmas decorations • stereos8 AC/DC television • 110
window AC • curio cabinet • new brass bed • gas grill.
Professional Instruments: new Davis White transit with
tripod and stick.
/957 Chevy Bel-air "You know the one everyone likes!!" - 4
door, all parts included. It is your chance to plan for that
great winter project that will last for years to come.
1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille; SHARP!!!
Restaurant Items; 4'x8' new outdoor marquee • 2 drawer
bun warmer • new dishes (still in box)• stainless steel meat
slicer • stainless steel freezer racks • cooling rack • hot/cold
catering transport.
ALL THIS AND MUCH MORE!!!
Terms: Cash in full day of Auction

FARRIS AUCTION
W. Dan Farris - CAI Auctioneer
Joe Thomason - Associate
"The Sound of Selling"
P.O. Box 149 Hazel, KY (270) 492-8796
day of sale take 1),(VgdO

II

I printed material

Lamb Brothers
Tree Service

Offered
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish
18Yrs experience
New Construction •
Remodeling* Repairs.
Custom Cabinets*
Concrete Work AGC
Certified
435-4272
ALL
Carpentry,
Electrical. Home building,
additions,
remodeling.
Rotten floors, sagging
roofs Home & Mobile
repair, • vinyl
siding.
References. Call Larry
Nimmo.
753-9372. 753-0353
Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems. Sales,
Service and Installation
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
500 N. 4th St. Murray. KY
502-759-0901.
"ATTENTION"
Homeowner"
Display
homes wanted, vinyl siding
replacement windows- no
payments until Jan 2001
at
starting
Payments
$79 00 a month All credit
qualified 800-251-0843
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system,
drive-ways, hauling, foundations, etc 436-2113
BOB'S Plumbing Repair.
Free estimates. All work
guaranteed. Call 753-1308
BRIAN DRISCOLL
IF you are moving to a new
location & need professional, reliable movers Free
753-6166
estimates
Voicemail 210-6987
Free Estimates
BRYON'S Lawn Service
Free estimates 759-0276
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protection high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 436-2113
CONCRETE Finishing
*Driveways
*Patios
*Sidewalks
*Free estimates
435-4619
DID ROOFING
Call us for all of your roofing needs 436-2613

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & INst NED
T‘

1 ft e I1,11.11th,

I

hqUIpMent

RemrPiwl

Decks

MIII

1.(1 III h

Fencing

DOWN TO THE
BARE KNUCKLES
Landscape • Lawncare
Michael T. Knuckles
452 Cook Store Trail
Murray, KY 42071

(270) 489-2070
Cell (270) 210-0059

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
• Brick • All External Cleaning
•Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

Phone (2701 759-4734

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
1241 State Howe 121 North

Sizudaed
BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

ar

We Service All Brands
rvt Certified Heat Pump installer

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

I

Cleanup Ser,
24 Hr Senn e•
fledge trimming lull 1 itt

License 0.402182

270-759-2288

M.S. Roofing
Specializing in
Roofing,
Re-Roofing
& Roof Repairs

Professional Work
Free Estimates

489-6125

d'41
Best Prices On Pagers &Cell Phones

High Standards With An Extra Touch For Detail

7:00 p.m.

Wood
Electronics, Inc.

753-0530
to PRIMES! 1.1{
Dish Network FREECustomer,,"

713 S. 12th St. • MURRAY. KY 42071

LOCATION: From Mayfield, KY proceed East on
Purchase Parkway exit onto Hwy. 131 North approx. 7
miles, turn left onto Hwy. 1684 and proceed to the
Dogwood community approx. 1 mile to sale site on right.

krIMITIRCINTIents

FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link, custom wood
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices Insured
Dickie Farley 759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood Insured
489-2839
GALLIMORE
CONSTRUCTION
TURN Your Old Cabinets
Into New Oak Cabinets
Vinyl Siding. Decks
489-2671

JIM DAY PAINTING

TOOLS - AUTOS - TRACTOR - ANTIQUES

reaponathie fOr 1111,11iPMA

CUSTOM Tractor Work
Garden Tilling- Drive
Ways Graded- Box Blade
Work- Bushhogging
Free Estimates
Gerald Carroll, Owner
Phone 270-492-6159
Cell 853-4188

VERNON S PAWN SHOP

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

1
0

1990 FORD Bronco XLT
302, auto, 4wd New tires.
$5000 753-9876
1992 BLACK Chevy Sport
Excellent condition 72,xxx
miles $8900 753-4801

1996 JIMMY SLE. Auto,
A-1 Tree Service
4x4, 4dr. 4.3 Vortec, 56K.
Stump Removal
Vans
Clean. factory CD, P/W,
492-8737,
P/L. Cruise. Keyless entry.
437-3044
$14,800. obo. 759-5659.
1992 Dodge Ram Custom
Free Estimates
van. 318 with V-8 engine.
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
A/C, P/W, P/L, P/S, tilt
Decks, Home Additions,
cruise. Good condition.
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding.
753-4729
1982 CUTLASS Supreme
Garages, Carports, Pole
4dr. 82.560 actual miles 1994 DODGE 3/4 ton serv- Barns. Metal Buildings,
Nice car $1700 1989 ice van. 318 engine, auto, Fencing Hardwood Floors
air, new tires. $3500. firm. Installed
Probe $800 Needs work
&
Finished.
753-9876.
Call 759-9988
Quality
Workmanship
1997 CHRYSLER Town & Affordable
Rates.
Carlo
MONTE
1985
$1500 obo 759-8517, Country Pearl white, all Licensed.
leather interior, loaded
753-7860. 753-9308.
anytime
67,xxx miles $15,500
AFFORDABLE
Hauling,
1987 MONTE Carlo SS T753-0792
tree work. cleaning out
Tops, Power windows and
sheds, gutters, etc
locks Air conditioning,
436-2867
Cassette player. New battery, 4 new Goodyear GT2
Eagle Tires with Alloy
Wheels. Call 753-1022.

DELUXE Custom 3br, 21 2 1987 PONTIAC Sunbird.
bath home with walk- out Black with white racing
basement. Potential to 5br stripes. Auto, sunroof, A/C
plus 13x21 flex room. This works but needs minor
is a new house located on repair. $900. obo. 527wooded lot at 1306 3994 ask for Chris.
Fleetwood Drive. Call 7531987 Volkswagen Fox.
3903 after 4p.m.
Runs good. New tires,
MUST Sell 2br house brakes, clutch, etc. Must
$25,000 201 5th Street sell. Asking $900.00.
Hazel Call 753-3145, any- 436-5533. If no answer
time
leave message.

A
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday. June 23,
2000:
Your visions often give you direction
Follow through on a long-awaited fantasy. You might have to skip over some
stumbling blocks, but success will be
yours. Communication must be tight,
leaving no room for mistakes. Confirm.
check and reiterate. Use your unusual
ability to walk in another's shoes. You
grow spintually and emotionally.
Embrace a new experience involving
travel. If you are single. romance blossoms, but an amour might be very different If attached, plan that special vacation
you have discussed for years. PISCES
helps you visualize.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have:
5-Dynamic;
4-Positive,
3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
*** The less you say. the better off
you'll be today. Confusion reigns with
family and plans. If you're about to sign
papers on an investment, hit the brakes if
you can. Communication goes into a tailspin for the next few weeks. Express
your feelings carefully. Tonight: Take a
night off.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
friends
with
Gather
*****
Discussions might he significant yet difficult to implement. What you say now
isn't what others hear. Reconfirm meetings. Don't stand on ceremony. Maintain
a sense of humor while Murphy's Law
prevails in communication. Tonight:
Visit with fnends.
GEMINI(May 21 -June 201
*** Understanding falls to the wayside. Prepare to renegotiate agreements
The plus side is that you see where there
might have been trouble before Use this
as an opportunity to eliminate hidden
problems. Take charge of your work
Don't let anything go. Tonight: A must
appearance
CANCER (June 2I -July 22)
**** You could be giving off mixed
vibes without even realizing it Your personalit), and energy help you jump over a
problem. In the next few weeks, expect
others to question what you say Don't
take it personally Good humor and
detachment win Tonight: Take off
ASAP
LEO (July 21-Aug. 22)
**** Give partners greater say in
decisions They want to become a bigger
part of your life Communication sinks
in close quarters Use special caution
with finances dunng the next few weeks

A blast horn the past cotii.i
out of the blue
romance
VIRGO (Aug 23-Scpt
**** You could !eel ti.r
Mercury goes into a tal1,1111, Is .;
as possible with friends
others state their case. tholi .1-.
tions Take the time to hand:.
Misunderstandings
cows;
Tonight' Others make sni2.tte,t'
then you get to choose'
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22
*** Your easygoing p.i,e .1•
ers to approach you Release
all means, don't listen to onit t2,
Take your place on the work
Confirm meetings and work
,•••
ments Communication oul,,
the next less v.cek\ 'In:n.'
co-workers
i
SCORPIO (Oct 2.1 - \
***** YOU
V• ay to go in a new T
what you w ant. set it. ti
the other part. \kaii•
single, a
life. Charge your
for now' Tonight
SAGITTARIUS
*** Others simrI \
nor will they he tot
of what works could ho
ferent than a t)oss's ft.
weeks, finding a midpi
proves to be challengiiie
Numero Uno Tonight .1
your pad
CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jar
**** Take an oserstess
getting triggered 1-1 ssiik
Your ability to distance arid
helps Make an extra
reach out for others The Lk:another might not hc heal me
thing as you are hearine 1,r
favorite spot
AQUARIUS Jan 20-1- o h
*** Curb spending_ ,,,(1
you will be much happiet
squeezed over the nest tow t,s, • •
you'll come out on top I 'sic
worker, teamwork i's etc in cs an
lem Use care when making i. onimit ments of any kind Tonight Pro‘e that
play can be inexpensive
PISCES iFeh 19-March 20,
*** * * You are personality plii.
Make an additional effort toward a usedl
one Your inquiries help another define
Meet
his feelings If single. someone
today could have intriguing irripIi anons
on your life Proceed with.ini air
smile
Tonigt(t Whatever makes
BORN TODAY
U.S Supreme Court Justice Clarence
Thomas (1948(
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Am 1 a prudish
grandmother? My daughter allows
her 8-year-old son and 6-year-old
daughter to sleep in the same room in
bunk beds. Although my granddaughter, who is quite a flirt, has her own
room, she prefers to sleep with her
brother. My daughter laughs off my
concern and reassures me that her
daughter will let everyone know when
she no longer wants to sleep in her
brother's room.
I'm concerned because modern
child-rearing philosophy leaves too
much to the child's judgment — what
they wear, eat, think. Am I being paranoid?
DEAR READER: A little, perhaps.
And maybe somewhat prudish, too.
However, these are not necessarily
inappropriate feelings for a grandmother, whose upbringing and life
experiences may, indeed, cast doubt
on modern child-raising practices.
Your daughter seems to me to be on
top of the situation. Remember that,
in rural America a century or so ago,
bundling was common. This practice
permitted children and young adults
to share (scarce) beds, as long as
there was a board separating them.
(This may have been grossly naive. In
my experience with teen-agers, a
board in a bed wouldn't have made an
iota of difference; adolescents are
both flexible and imaginative.)
However, your grandchildren do not
share a bed, so I think that as long as
your granddaughter requests her present sleeping arrangements, this is
.0K. Once one or both children begin

puberty, they will probably opt for a
different situation. If not, then I would
share your concerns.
I should add that many families do
not have the luxury of separate sleeping quarters. In such instances, adults
and children sleep in the same room,
even in the same bed. This is reality,
and I am not aware of any studies
showing that this arrangement is
associated with unacceptable sexual
practices. So I advise you to leave the
decision to your daughter. I welcome
any comments from readers, either
pro or con.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Four years ago, I
had bone spurs removed from my
neck. I was then placed on Fosamax
because of osteoporotic spinal fractures. Now my spurs have returned.
Is the Fosamax to blame?
DEAR READER: No, it isn't. Bone
spurs, which are ordinarily a consequence of arthritis, are not affected by
medication to treat osteoporosis. To
give you related information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Osteoporosis." Other readers
who would like a copy should send $2
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped
envelope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill
Station, New York, NY 10156. Be sure
to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've heard of a
new, disposable hearing aid, called
Songbird. With most similar devices
costing several hundred dollars, how
can this company justify disposability?
DEAR READER: I don't know.
Songbird hearing aids, which will soon
be available through licensed professionals, cost about $40 and deliver
about a month of service (when used
12 hours a day). According to the
manufacturer, the device is equivalent to standard hearing aids.
Because this product is so new, experience with it is very limited, so I cannot comment on it. For more information, call (800) 201-2076.
c 2000 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY
DEAR ABBY: I just finished
reading Roseann Hermann's letter
about the importance of parents
teaching their teen-agers everything they need to know about birth
control so they can make informed
choices.
I am the 17-year-old mother of a
4-month-old daughter. I did not listen to my mother and father. They
are wonderful parents. They
stressed to me the importance of
finishing high school, going to college, saving money, getting married
and having children. They would
tell me this every day. I would give
anything to go back and listen to
my parents.
But now that my daughter is
here, she is the most beautiful thing
in my life. I never knew I could love
something so tiny so much. l'rn,getting my GED, working, and taking
care of her. I raise her — my parents don't. Things are on hold, but I
will go to college.
Why does everyone blame parents, Abby? Mine talked to me, but
I disobeyed. My point is: Parents
talk; teens don't listen.
KIMBERLY IN RIVERVIEW, FLA.

become pregnant at an earlier age,
if only to get back at their overprotective parents. Trust me, I know
because I have talked to my friends
— and we do talk about this sort of
thing.
CONCERNED IN RENO
DEAR CONCERNED: It's
heartwarming to read how
much credit you give your parents for providing all of the
important information necessary to prepare you for future
sexual relationships. Although
you are a mature young lady at
13, I hope that you are years
away from having a physical
relationship.
Now that you have the information you need, I trust you
will take your parents up on
their offer to go to them with
any questions or concerns that
may arise. Knowing you can
talk freely with your mom and
dad will give you a definite
advantage in making sound
choices.
***

DEAR ABBY: My father died
recently. Am I still a "Jr." or am I
required to drop it?
WONDERING IN WICHITA

Ten years ago
Marilyn Crawford Willis, principal, and Mary Teresa Harper,
instructor of Kentucky Tech's Murray-Calloway County Campus,
received top regional honors at
the annual Kentucky Education
Awards and Recognition Program
presented by Governor's Council
on Vocational Education at Frankfort.
Births reported include a girl
to Carrie and William Summers
and a girl to Regina and David
Tidwell, June 16; a girl to Francie and Terry Stubblefield, June
17; a boy to Janet and Ross Stewart, June 18.
Twenty years ago
Pete Morgan of Murray Middle School and Judy Peeler of
Calloway County High School are
pictured with teachers at a Consumer Economic Education Workshop at Murray State University.
Brad Canter and Jearina Cooper of Lynn Grove represented Calloway County at the 25th annual
4-H Regional Resource Development Conference held at Fontana,
N.C.
Mary Kate Apperson of Mayfield Business and Professional
Women's Club spoke on "Emblem
BPW" at a meeting of Murray
BPW Club. Pictured with Apperson is Rubye Pool, emblem chairman of the local club.
Thirty years ago
An armed robbery occurred this
morning at 5:26 at Storey's Food
Giant in the Bel Air Shopping
Center. Murray Police Department
said an undisclosed amount of

money was taken.
Linda Brownfield as Miss Murray State University was named first
runner-up in the Miss Kentucky
Pageant. She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Brownfield of
Murray. Cynthia Anne Bostich,
Miss Owensboro, was winner of
the pageant and will represent Kentucky in the Miss America Pageant
in September.
Forty years ago
A meeting was held yesterday
by city and county officials to
determine the boundaries of the new
voting precincts for Murray and
Calloway County.
The community cannery on the
campus of Murray State College
opens today for the benefit of the
public.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Lee Darnell, June 14.
Murray American Legion Team
beat Fulton in a baseball game.
Fifty years ago
Helen Colburn and Emajean
Walker are the first two girls from
Calloway County to enter the Murray State College Division of Nursing Education, according to Ruth
Cole, director of the division.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Tellus Carrot,
June 17; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
C.B. Underwood, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Winifred James, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. O.C. Clubb and
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph
Paschall, June 18; a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Smith and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Underwood, June 19.

DEAR KIMBERLY: I'm printing your letter with the hope
that other teens will read it and
heed what you, a contemporary,
DEAR WONDERING: Please
have to say. I commend you for
juggling your GED studies, accept my condolences for the
loss of your father.
working, and facing all of the
Amy Vanderbilt says that
challenges of young motherupon the death of the "senior,"
hood.
the "junior" usually drops the
The fact that you credit your
parents with trying their best to "Jr." — unless both he and his
late father were well-known
communicate their hopes for
and to drop it would cause conyour future — even though you
fusion. However, if you so
admit you refused to listen —
desire, there is nothing illegal
tells me how much maturity
improper about retaining the
or
and insight you have gained.
"Jr."
Read on:
***
DEAR ABBY: I am responding to
Ad sideways at Advertisers Request
the recent letters in your column
TODAY IN HISTORY
CONTRACT BRIDGE
about the importance of teaching
sex education to children before
By The Associated Press
they become teen-agers.
Today is Thursday, June 22, the
I am 13 years old. My parents
174th day of 2000. There are 192
told me everything I need to know
DR. GOTT
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Gateway
invites
'Toppers

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

WAY TO GO...Each of the players in grades K-2 that participated in the Tiger Basketball Camp last week at Murray High School received trophies for their efforts.

Janikowski arrested for drugs
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (AP) — Star kicker Sebastian Janikowski was arrested early Wednesday on
drug charges, his second run-in with the law since
being drafted in April by the Oakland Raiders.
Florida State University Police said Janikowski
and two friends were found with GHB, also known
as the "date-rape drug," during a police sweep looking for underage drinkers.
Janikowski, 22, and his two friends were charged
with one count of felony possession of a controlled
substance. He was taken to the Leon County Jail.
Last week, Janikowski, a native of Poland who
was an All-American kicker for the national champion Florida State Seminoles, was acquitted on
charges of trying to bribe a police officer outside
another Tallahassee nightspot.

Janikowski, the first kicker in 21 years to be
taken in the first round of the NFL draft, was scheduled to leave this week for California to begin workouts with the Raiders.
Lt. Linda Riley, a spokeswoman for the university police department, said a plainclothes officer
saw Janikowski and two other men pull into the
parking lot of the bar on the edge of campus,
noticed one of them pouring a small amount of
clear liquid into a container and decided to investigate further.
"He identified himself, used his flashlight to illuminate the inside of the car, and then he noticed
more suspicious activity, what appeared to be that
liquid being poured out," said Riley, who said a
field test found that the liquid was 01-113.

Indians trip up
White Sox again
By The Associated Press
The Chicago White Sox might
have been better off staying on
the road.
Following a 7-0 road trip against
Cleveland and the New York Yankees, Chicago won the opener of
a four-game series against the Indians at home, then lost two straight,
including 8-6 Wednesday night.
The White Sox have an 11game road winning streak, longest
in the majors this season, and built
a season-high 8 I/2-game lead
over Cleveland in the AL Central
before losing the last two. The
four-game series concludes tonight.
"A tough loss, they banged on
us early," said Chicago's Frank
Thomas, who homered twice and
singled twice in five at-bats."When
you have a long winning streak,
it's easy to drop a couple quickly. Now we have to get it back
on track."
In other AL games, it was
Boston 9, New York 7; Toronto
6, Detroit 0; Texas 7, Minnesota
5; Anaheim 3, Kansas City 1;
Oakland 10, Baltimore 3; and Seattle 8, Tampa Bay 5.
Kenny Lofton tripled, doubled
and singled for the Indians, and
Jim Thome hit two long homers,
giving him 20 for the seventh.
straight season.
"We still got a lot of ground
to make up and, hopefully, we
can do that," Thome said.
"I don't think we can get ahead
of ourselves and jump out and
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SCOREBOARD
Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency

State Auto

insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY •753-3415

MAJOR LEAGUE SOCCER
Eastern Division
L
T
W
7
5
5
New England
7
1
NY-NJ
7
Miami
4
7
6
4
3
10
DC
Central Division
•
L
T
7
2
Chicago
9
0
8
8
Tampa Bay
3
Dallas
6
8
4
Columbus
5
7
Western Division
W
L
T
10
2
4
Kansas City
7
7
3
Los Angeles
7
1
Colorado
8
4
7
5
San Jose
NOTE: Three points for a win and
point for a tie,

Pts
26
22
22
13
Pts
29
24
21
19
Pts
34
28
22
17
one

Wednesday's Games
Miami 4, Tampa Bay 1
DC United 2, New York-New Jersey 2, tie
Dallas 0, Kansas City 0, tie
New England 2, San Jose 2. tie
Los Angeles 1. Chicago 1. tie
Saturday's Games
New York-New Jersey at Colorado,3:30 p.m.
Dallas at DC United, 4:30 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Miami, 7:30 p.m.
New England at Columbus, 7:30 p.m.
Los Angeles at Kansas City, 8:30 p.m.
Chicago at San Jose, 10 p.m.

WOMEN'S NBA
Eastern Conference
W
L
Pct
6
3 667
Cleveland
Washington
5
4 556
Detroit
5
5 500
5 500
Orlando
5
4
6 400
Miami
4
6 400
New York
6 333
Indiana
3
2
8 .200
Charlotte
Western Conference
L
Pct
W
2 818
Houston
9
2 778
Los Angeles
7
3 667
Phoenix
6
6
4 600
Minnesota
6
4 600
Sacramento
7
5 583
Utah
2
8 200
Seattle
Portland
1
7 125
Wednesday's Games
Miami 57, Washington 55
Detroit 67, New York 63
Sacramento 70. Indiana 58
Today's Games
Phoenix at Charlotte. 11 a.m
Cleveland at Orlando, 6-30 p m.
Utah at Minnesota, 7 p.m.
Friday's Games
Sacramento at Washington, 6 p.m
Los Angeles at Miami, 6 p m
New York at Indiana, 7 p.m.
Houston at Utah, 8 p.m
Seattle at Portland, 8 p.m.

GB
1
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
3
4 1/2
1
1
2
2

GB

2
2
2
6
6

2
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2
1/2

Authentic JET SKIP Only by Kawasaki.
When you want the real thing, you want a Kawasaki JET SKI® watercraft. Check out the all-Kawasaki, all real 1100 SIX Di,900 SIX. Ultra 150, 1100 ZXi and 750 SXi Pro watercraft. Nothing takes you further.

Last week's Murray Tiger Basketball Camp also recognized the top middle school players that participated in the camp at the Murray High School'
gymnasium.
Sixth-graders that won awards were: Blake McCuistion, ballhandling champion, 3-on-3 winner, hot shot runner-up, free throw champion; Bradley Black,
ballhandling runner-up, free throw runner-up; Wes Alexander, 3-on-3 winner;
Andrew Fannon, 3-on-3 winner: R.V. Oliver, hot shot champion. "Gotcha"
award; and James Campbell, hustle award.
Seventh-graders that won awards were Brooks Hudson, ballhandling champion, hot shot runner-up; Brooks Palmer. ballhandling runner-up, Michael Winsor, 3-on-3 winner; Nick Newcomb, 3-on-3 winner; Tyler Geib. 3-on-3 winner;
Zach Taylor, hot shot champion, "Gotcha" award: Seth Mannoff. free throw
champion; Hugh Rollins. free throw runner-up, and Aaron Wilson, hustle award.
Eighth-graders that won awards were: Nick Newcomb. ballhandling champion, hot shot runner-up, "Gotcha" award; Carl Benson, ballhandling runnerup, free throw champion, hustle award: Tyler Geib. hot shot champion; and
Tim Masthay, free throw runner-up.
•

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
A. 4' concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
8.12' footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E. Treated bottom
plates
F. *1 studds. 16"
0.C.
G. 7 1/16' Blandex
undersiding
H. Masonite. wood or vinyl siding

'
c

I. Self-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft.
0.C.
J. 1/2' plywood
decking
K. Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
M. Overhead steel
door
N. Steel service door
0. 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P. 2x10 headers
0. 4x4 raised curb

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
Deluxe Models

Hardboard Siding
1 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 CAR (24x30)
LARGE 3 CAR (30X30)
PL US...OFF-LEVEL LOT

54.225
55,025
55.325
S5.525
56.125
57,475

54.725
1'. CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
55,425
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
$5725
2 CAR (24x24)
$5.875
LARGE 2 CAR (24x30)
S6,625
57.875
LARGE 3 CAR (30X30)
YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL.

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES
ANNUAL
PERCENTAGE
YIELD

MINIMUM

182 Days 5.50%

$1000

9 Months 6.90%

$1000

12 Months

6.25%

$500

15 Months

7.00%

$500

24 Months

7.10%

$500

TERM

DEPOSIT

Peoples Bank

MURRAY HOME 6 AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION

Serving NItirra‘-(

I.

4111111%

Since 1914
4 1,

Nil

R 11)11

Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch, 12th
& Chestnut • South Branch: 12th & Story
Kroger Money Market
Phone: 767-BANK

www.kawasaki.com
r:1999 Kawasaki moron Coro U $ A Ride ,PS4Inn"A"V
Model thaws witti nvallo°10 OCOMMNOM

Owner, DWAIN WARREN
Corttplt toy Etected Including Concrete Floors
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built An 'Duality Materials

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These annual percentage
yields are effective June 21, 2000.

MELVIN'S
TIRE STORE
401 N. 4th St.
762-0000

Tiger hoops camp honors middle schoolers

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:

Sponsored By

*Powerful, reliable marine engines
*Reliable electric start
*Water jet pump propulsion system
*Long-lasting, corrosion-resistant, stainless steel impeller
*Strong hulls for excellent cornering and stability
*Long-range, large-capacity fuel tanks
*Automatic siphon bilge system
*Precise finger-pull throttle
*Full coverage bumpers

Eh.

BERNARD KANE/Ledger 8 Times photo

AWARD WINNERS...Fifth-graders that won awards at last
week's Murray Tiger Basketball Camp at Murray High School
are: (from left) Ted Masthay, ballhandling runner-up, hot
shot runner-up, hustle award; Kenneth Trice, ballhandling champion, free throw champion; Chess Volp, hot
shot champion, "Gotcha" award; and Daniel White, free
throw runner-up.

MELBER, KY.•(270)674-5530

Van Ha•.'erstock

KENNY LOFTON
say we're back to where we're
at, because we're not."
The Indians have won the AL
Central all five years.
"I don't worry about making
up ground. We can win 20 in a
row," Lofton said. "We've got
three months to go and you don't
worry about things this early."
Dave Burba (8-2), who has won
five of his last six decisions,
allowed four runs and seven hits
in 5 1-3 innings.

BOWLING GREEN (AP) —
Western Kentucky University has
been invited to join the Gateway
Football Conference.
Western decided earlier this
month to leave the Ohio Valley
Conference after the OVC voted
to no longer allow associate memberships. Associate members were
allowed to. belong to the conference in only one sport.
Western was an OVC member
from 1948 until 1982, when it
joined the football-less Sun Belt
Conference. The Hilltoppers' football program went without any
league affiliation until 1998.
The team rejoined the OVC in
1999 and the school became the
league's only associate member,
meaning not all of its teams were
affiliated with the OVC. The Hilltoppers are among eight fOotball
teams in the conference.
Presidents of the Gateway
schools voted unanimously Tuesday to invite Western to join the
league for the 2001 football season. Western President Gary Ransdell confirmed the decision.
"This will be a perfect fit for
Western and our tOotball program
as the Gateway is arguably the
premier 1-AA football-playing conference in the nation," Ransdell
said.
A contract between Gateway
and Western will be finalized later
in the summer.

SPORTS BRIEFS
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Wilkens to lead Raptors
TORONTO (AP) — - Lenny
Wilkens has won more games than
any coach in NBA history, and
the Toronto Raptors are giving him
the chance to add to that total.
And like the wise old veteran
he is, the 62-year-old Wilkens took
the first step in that direction by
calling free-agent-to-be Tracy
McGrady.
Finally introduced as the head
coach of the Raptors on Wednesday, the Hall of Famer admitted
he was intrigued by the chance

to coach a team on the rise.
If you look around at the teams
that were available, the potential
here is greater than anywhere,"
Wilkens said after the paperwork
was completed on a four-year contract that will pay him about $18
million.
The first player Wilkens talked
to Wednesday was the 21-year-old
McGrady, who has also had visits from a couple of veteran teammates this week.
"We had a brief conversation

and I think it was
positive,"
Wilkens said."A
talent like his
would be greatly used in our
system.The kind of
talent represented by Vince
Carter, possibly
WILKENS
McGrady, Antonio Davis, Charles Oakley and
Kevin Willis simply wouldn't allow

Widman advances

Wilkens to rebuff general manager Glen Grunwald's pitch.
"I like the competition of the
games, I like the last two minutes of the game when the score's
tied or you're up one or you're
down one," Wilkens said. "I'm a
competitor; I like to compete."
Wilkens also quickly put to rest
any concerns fans might have had
about his ambition after a storied
27-year coaching career. He called
last year's 28-54 season in Atlanta
an "aberration."

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
CARROLLTON — Murray
State golfer Jessica Widman
remains in the winner's bracket
of the championship flight at the
Women's Kentucky State Amateur at Perry Park Country Club.
Widman advanced into today's
semifinal round of match play.
where she will play 36 holes to
try to reach the championship
match.
After winning Tuesday's match

4 and 3, Widman defeated Peg
Escola 5 and 3 Wednesday to
reach the final four.
In the first flight, Murray resident Judy Lyle recovered from
Tuesdayis first-round loss to beat
Tanunie Pryor 9 and 7 Wednesday and remain alive in the
loser's bracket.
Meanwhile, MSU golf recruit
Nikki Orazine of Heath dropped
into the loser's bracket Wednesday after winning her tournament opener Tuesday 7 and 6.

•••••.

Free

RUETER
Defeats Cardinals

Relievers
have bad
outings

We are sending you & a guest on a 4 day / 3 night Caribbean Cruise
with your qualified purchase

PLUS

By The Associated Press
It was a wild night for a few
of the National League's top relievers.
Atlanta's John Rocker, Cincinnati's Scott Williamson and New
York's John Franco all struggled
with their control Wednesday night.
And all three cost their teams
opportunities for wins.
Rocker, who has struggled with
his control since returning from a
suspension for making disparaging comments in a Sports Illustrated story, sprinted in from the
bullpen to the cheers of the home
crowd of 44,698 in the ninth.
But he left to jeers after throwing 20 balls and just 10 strikes.
Rocker allowed five runs, four
walks and a hit batter, his ERA
swelling to 5.85 in the Braves'
8-1 loss to the Chicago Cubs.
"He didn't throw well at all.
The game got out of hand," Braves
manager Bobby Cox said. "It all
boils down to getting the ball over
the plate."
At Cincinnati, Denny Neagle
turned a 4-3 lead over to the
bullpen, but was victimized by a
blown save for the third time this
season as the Reds lost to the
Colorado Rockies 6-4.
Williamson (2-4) walked Jeff
Cirillo opening the eighth, threw
his NL-leading 13th wild pitch
and walked Brent Mayne with two
outs. Neifi Perez singled to tie it
and Bragg singled sharply up the
middle.
Ken Griffey Jr. dropped the
ball as he tried to field it for a
play at the plate. He then threw
wildly to third for an error that
sent Perez home.
"We've had that happen four
or five times in the last 10 or 12
losses," Reds manager Jack McKeon said.
At New York, Franco walked
Kevin Jordan with the bases loaded
in the ninth to allow the go-ahead
run to score in the Philadelphia
Phillies' 10-5 victory over the New
York Mets.
Franco allowed four runs, two
hits and walked two in one-third
of an inning.
In other NL games, Florida
edged Milwaukee 5-4; Pittsburgh
defeated Montreal 8-3; San Francisco beat St. Louis 4-1; Los
Angeles edged Houston 7-6; and
Arizona defeated San Diego 118.
Giants 4, Cardinals 1
Kirk Rueter outdueled Garrett
Stephenson, and Doug Mirabelli's
home run snapped an eighth-inning
tie as San Francisco beat St. Louis.
Rueter (5-4) raised his record
at Busch Stadium to 5-0 with a
2.06 ERA in seven career starts.
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Over $1,000
In Airline Discounts FREE
with Qualified Purchase

PAYMENTS
* INTEREST
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Just imagine, you can take a luxury
vacation AND get the furniture
of your dreams at this
Sensational
Summer Sale!
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See store for full details

Cruise awards are limited to the number
of awards made available to Fleming
1 urniture during this promotion. So Hurry In!

Sharon II,
Sops

141.,

CUSTOM.

SATISFACTION IS THE #1 GOAL 01 THIF ENTIRE STAFF OF FILMING FURNITURE!
SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinkleville Road
Highway 60 • A Half Mile East of 1-24
Paducah, KY 442 4455 • 1 600 788-6224
Open Orly 10-7 • &May 1.5 • Friday
305 North Main Met Benton. KY
*••• •••
527 3481 • 1-800-599-6224 co•.1.1. I I

lifri field

C.is1 Vu Sell
Your
I Ill mftire!
449 SOUtfl 1616 Sheet

KK
.VI 11(

Design
Division of Kelley Wiggins Furniture. Inc.
451 South 18th Street Paducah, KY
A *isletarse*
Visit us at wwwflismingfurniture.com
Available
442-4485 • 1-000-450-6224 cs•i. ON:•IGNMI NI
'With Qualified Purchase of 81,899 & OAC For Cruise Only "Excludes Value Priced Items, Clo*eouts, Special Sale items, 8 Room Selblidht Does Not Apply To Previous Purchases. Limited Ousintiries on Closeout Items. Not all items at all tiMetta. Items similar as shown '''See store for details
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